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ForeworJ
"'\Ve have endeavored to make
this volume representative and
suggestive rather than a matterof-fact history of our school year.
Only the high points have been
touched, but to you who have
lived the life at East Texas
Normal may this brief epitome
of a full year at some time cause
you to look back with pleasure /
on '' old scenes, old times,
--~
old friends.''
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Mrss

ANNIE

C.

MuRPHY

Unse(fishness is tlze greatest

if all virtues.

Her aggressive loyalty, her personal interest in all

if

if

us, and her attitude

unse(fishness in all things cause us to
lovingly dedicate this ,.volume to our beloved friend and instructor,

ffiiss Annie C. ffiurphj
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PRESIDENT

R. B.

BINNION

S. H.

WHITLEY

Dean of Faculty;
11Iathc111atics.

J. 11:.

BLEDSOE

Head Depart111ent of
JJllathe/1/atics.

l\[1ss lvA GALLAWAY

Secretary to President.

Mrss RUBY TERRILL

Dean of Wo/lle11;
Head Depart111c11t of Lalin.

L. I.

SMITH

Secretary of College;
Mathe111atics.

Mrss ELIZABETH l\lALONE

Librarian .

E. H.

WRAY

Dean of Men;
Ilead D eJ1art111ent of English.

A. H .

COWLING

!Jl athematics.

l\Irss FRANCES SELBY

Registrar.

~

.,..,». .<IV~ '-~@- «<~,. <.~«~ .«~ ~&lr fJ

C. j\l. LUTZ
Head Depart111eut of Chn11istry.

J.

Physics a11d Chc111·istry.

T. H. BRADY
Head Depart111ent of Physics.

W. H. WARREN
Head D epart111e 11t of
Agric«lture.

Head Department of Manual
Training.

R. KING

l
MRS . EDGAR :i\[IXSON

Head Depart111ent of
Biology.

E. JOHNSON
English.

MISS j\Ji\RY

Mrss

:\[ARY SCHOFIELD

Euglish;
Student Life Secretary.

J.

Mrss

G. GROVE

C. l\ f uRPHY
English.

ANNIE

Miss

LAURA TOPHAM

Head Depart111ent of French.

1\frss

KATHARINE :UuRRIE

H ead D epartment of M11sic.

l\ITss

SARAH HATCHER

Phys-ica/ Ed11cation.

H.

D.

PHILLIPS

H ead Depart111e11t of Spanish.

~.IRS. ~lARY WOODSON-HIGHT

H ead Department of Drawing.

R. C. JERNIGIN
Physical Ed11cation.

l\lRS .

A. S. BLANKENSHIP
Latin.

~lrss

ROWLAND BOSTICK

Drawing.

l\.IR. RALPH HORTON

History.

•

H . H. J. FLING
llf'ad Dej1art111e11/ of
Er/ucal-ion.

::\ I rss EULA P. CARROLL

?lfRS. LALLA H . PICKETT

Et!11cnt-io11.

Super,.,isor of Tra ·i11·i11g
School.

S. W . BASS
Traiuiug School .

:'IJ ISS ::\ L\RIN A PHILLIPS
Training School.

:'I lrss :'llYRTLE RROGDEN

~ilSS :'llARY GILCHRIST

.i\l.ISS I.ECTOR HACKWORTH

~\llss ;\1 AZ1E A,CLANE

Tmi11i11g School.

Training School.

Training School.

Training School.

"" ' ~/

I
l\JISS DURALDE BOREN

MISS JUANITA RICE

J\fISS E LIZABETH STORRIE

Kindergarten.

Home Econo111ics .

Home Economics.

w.

D. F. J\IcCOLLU:i\1
H ead D epartment of
History.

B. STONE

Head Department of Social
Science.

l\IISS KATHERINE Sll[ITH

A. S. BLANKENSHIP

::\IISS KATHERI NE BERKSTRESSER

Reading .

H eacl D epart 111 ent of Rurai
Ecl1tcation.

H ead Department of Reading.

1\IRS. BERRY FAIN

1\IRS. STELLA DRAPER

Ho1J1 e Eco110111ics.

Head Department of Business
Training.

T. T.

BROUN

Geography.

MISS VERA ENGLISH

MRS .

1\1Rs.

Siipervisor of Riiral Training
School.

I

l

I

1\ [RS. ~JICIIAEL O'~EIL

Trai11i11g School;
Biology .

'

~
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H. G.

E. H.

WRAY

English .

1\JUNDEN

Director of Band and
Orchestra.

T. H. BRADY
Spanish.

Tulips t>.»D
· Two-Ups
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G. F.

HUDSPETH

Giles Franklin Hudspeth was born February 27, 1893. In his early boyhood, he attended th e
rural schools of Texas. Here he received the inspiration to fit himself for service to his fellow men.
In 1911 he entered the East Texas Norma l College. But his school career was not to be so short
and uninterrupted as he cou ld have desired . ]\'[ore than once it became necessary for him to leave
college that he might earn sufficient money to attend college again . In this way, he had almost
reached the goal of his amb ition, being a Junior in his college work.
But in all this, there is little that may not be said of hundreds and hundreds of other men who
have struggled for an education. The man himself is most worth remembering. He had a host of
friends and admirers . But this is not remarkable. vVhen we take into account the character of
the man, we can but wonder that the number was not larger. Quiet and unassuming in his association with men and women, his ricl1er characteristir.s were little appreciated by any save his
most intimate friends. He was an earnest, loyal Christian. Above all, he gloried in the Cross of
Chr is.t. But even in this as in a II otl1er things, l1is deeds counted for more than his words.
This quiet unassuming man was full of true courage. For l1im as for most men, life held
many difficulties and clangers. He met them unflinch in gly, w ithout a murmur. Not only could he
live bravely, he could also die bravely. While he was yet in the morning of life, when he was
almost ready to begin lo enjoy the fruits of his arduous labors, at a time when youth seemed sweetest
and life most attractive, he sudden ly found himself face to face with Death . He was unafraid.
On November 16, 1921, when he realized that the encl had come, he said to those who stood at his
bedside, "I am ready; I am not afraid to go." Like his best loved poet, he could say that he wished
us to think of him as1

0ne who never turned his ha.ck bub marched breast forwai:d,
Never doubted clouds "-ould break,
Never dreamed, though right were worsted, wrong would triu1nph,
Helrl we fall to rise. a1·e baffled to fight better, sleep to wake.
''No, at noontide in the bnstle of man's wo1·ktime,
Greet the unseen with a cheer.
'

"Stri,·e and thrin:-" cry ''Speed.-fight on, fare eYer,
'crrhere as here.''

r

J.

P. MUSSER

Commerce.

Y. M . C. A.
"Self-possessions are the greatest possessions."
:Musser is one of our best, most earnest and
d iligent studen ts.

\V. CLARENCE JONES

Bonham.
r\ ~.sistan.t Business :Manager Locust; TreasL•rer Y. M. C. A. ; Citamard C lu b; Students
Welfar e Coun cil ; East Texan Staff.
"S!ow -r;ning en01,gh to do a thing right; and
an admirable character cou.pled with t he right
spirit make him not a common pusher but a
st cady puller."

E . F. BAKER
Su lphur Springs.

President Y. M . C. A.; Students Welfare Council; Ath letic Council; Citamard Club.
One of our best students, a star in baseball,
and a specialist in making chapel announcements.

::lfRS.

A. H. CHAMNESS
Paris.

''Sh e counts her friends her richest treasures."

,,.

I,,.

t

A. H.

CH.\MSESS

Paris.

L. F. BENSOX
::\[t. P leasant.

He is w ith us in heart even though he is ab-

Y. :\I. C. A.; Treasurer of Class.

sent in person.

Jlathe111at-ics -is his hobby, and to be an honor
student is his business.
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\V. C. NASH

DEWEY WALLACE

Bonham.

Cook ville.

Y. M. C. A.

Y. M . C. A. ; \' ice-President of Class.

"I' ll flip a coin to see which one it will be to-

"No n•ords at all, adequate or otherwise."

night ."
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S. TOON
Enloe.

CECIL

GEORGE BRANSON

Mt. P leasant.

Citamard Club; Glee Club.

Y. M. C. A.
"Now that I hai·e learned all about Education,
1'111 going to st11 rly lllathematics; I 11111st teach."

~ •ho fights the battles of school life with
the ,•-i111 of a hero. "And truly he is a hero."

, I lllan

GRADY HUNT

WILLIE BROOKS

Lone Oak.

Commerce.

Baseball ; Y. M . C. A.; Commerce Club.

President Citamard Club.

·'That hoy hath in him the qualities of steel."

"With 111uch to praise and little to be forgotten
we shall remember 'Bill' in the years to come."

.,,

:!\fATTIE EPPERSON

J. C.

HALEY

Paris.

Paris.

"But here's to the girl with a heart and a
smile,
Who makes this bitbble of life worth
w hile."

Y. M. C. A.
Courageou.s, earnest, and unselfishly he is traveling the roacl that leads to an M . D. degree .

,, \-\-...¢."\ q ":~, t,..,,. 'foe(.
Vol\,~

••

SOPHOMORE

~ 4!:~_A» -,».u~~@«('"lll ~~~~Ai~
--

Commerce

DUDLEY WYNN

Editor-in-Chief Locust; Commerce Club; President
Fourth Year Class; Band; Orchestra; Citamard;
J~ditor-in-Chief East 'l'exan; Cercle ~,rancais.

Little bits of wisdom,
Little words of wit,
Anything that Ditdley says
ls sure to make a hit.

Blossom

LELIA NATION

Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Student Welfare Council.

A girl she is to all her classmates dear.

w.

Woodland

L . STUART

Y. M. C. A.

W ·i th perseverance one sitrmomits all difficitlties.

RtrBE KEITH

Cookville

.

Y. M. C. A.

There is no mischief in E. T. done,
But what Ritbe is the very one.

RAE CORNELIUS

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Commerce

Y. W. C. A. ; Locust Artist; Commerce Club; Basketbnll; Athletic Council.

As brimful of wisdom and wit and glee,
As ever a hmnan frame can be.

EFFIE ROGERS

Choral Club; Kalir: Y. W. 0. A.

Upon her chin a dimple speaks,
A disposition blithe and merry.

Paris

LA wso~ BIGGERS

Bonham

Football; Basketball; Y. M. C. A.

Neither h,mdsome enough to kill,
Nor itgly enough to frighten.

Commerce

BEDFORD TEAGUE .

Y. M. C. A.

He who strives to do, does more than he who has
the power.

Commerce

DAVY DRENNAN .

Y. W. C. A.; Commerce Club ; Cercle Franca is.

Quietly comes the world to those
That are cast in gentle mold.

CURTIS CADENHEAD

.

Pittsburg

Y. M. C. A.

Still waters, they say, run deepest.

W. W.

SHERRILL .

Commerce

Commerce Club.

I cannot hate b1tt I am forced to love .

HOWARD PRIM

Commerce

Y. M. C. A.; Vice-President Commerce Club.

T:Ie loves all the giris,--b·11t one in particular.

HALUE MORELAND

Commerce

.

Y. W. C. A.

Don't know anybody w ho
Ever could help liking you .

HAROLD

. Commerce

CORNELIUS

Commerce Club.

All the boys and teachers love him, to say nothing
of the girls.

LUCY SWEARINGEN

.

Commerce

Commerce Club; Y. W. C. A.

Smile for smile, and look for look,
She's always seen talking with some kind of crook.

J30NNICE WHEELER .

Commerce

Commerce Club; Y. W. 0. A. Cabinet; Choral Club .

Wouldn't this be a wonderful world
If they were all like you?

G. W.

SEAY

Y. M. C. A.

For brevity is very good,
When we are or are not 1tnderstood.

LIDA \ VATSON .

Commerce

Y. W. C. A. ; Commerce Club.

Thou art st11clious, unassmning, lovable and kind.

r

Cumby

CLARENCE ENGLISH

Glee Club; Y. M. C. A.

In two rules he smnmed the ends of manKeep all you have and try for all you can .

IN A

THOMPSON

Commerce

.

Commerce Club; Kalir.

Disguise our bondage as we will,
'Tis woman, woman rules 1ts still.

Greenville

HELEN WILSON

Y. W. C. A.

Opti11tistic and fu.ll of class spirit, as all good
Seniors should be.

H .

D.

Tolar

THOMASON .

Bas ketball; Foofball; Y. ·M . C. A. Cabinet; President
Glee Club ; Cita.mard; Band; Vice-President Class.

His hair is red, his eyes are blue,
But he's handsome and clever too.

Commerce

JVAH JOHNSON

Y. W. C. A.

No need to rack thy bra·i n for pleasant things to
say of her.

Paris

GRACE CHASTAIN

Y. W. C. A.

She is tri;,e to her worrl, her work, and her friends .

I

j~l~
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AI,LETA HUTCHINS

.

Merit

Y. W. C. A.

So modest-half her worth is not know n.

JACKSON

Campbell

MASSEY

Y. M. C. A.

He may weigh a ton,
But he's full of fim.

RAYMOND

Cumby

CROSS

Y. M. C. A.

If he has a motto, it mu.st be "Push."

Commerce

OSCAR ROGERS . .

Commerce Club; Y. M. C. A .

If he doesn't succeed with one blow he doesn't
hesitate to deliver two.

. Krum

l\lARY ROBERTS

Y. W. C. A.

The best of Comrades; frank and free.

\' ARNELL

Commerce

COBB

Commerce Club.

Sometimes foolish and sometimes wise,
Often bri!!iant for one of his size.

L

'

r-

r

Wills Point

LELAND BRECKEN.llIDGE

~itamard; l~ootball: Class Historian; Business Manager Locust; Basehall; Exchange Editor East Texan.

The force of his own 111erit 111akes his way.

\'ELMA

Commerce

MONROE

Y. \V . C. A. Cabinet; Commerce Club; Citamard .

She puts her worries down in the botto111 of her
hPOrt, sits on the lid and s111iles.

Commerce

RALPH WHEELER

Y. M . C. A.

Be alu.,ays as merry as ever you can,
For no one delights in a sorrowful man.

R. L.

Lone Oak

PATTERSON

Y. i\L C. A.

Beware of him who hath not girls on his mind.
-SHAKESPEARE.

No one is afr:1id of R. L.

nl. E.

lVIt. Vernon

IRBY

Y. M . C. A .

.He see/ls 111ore to be -instructed than applauded.

GRACI\ l\fARSHALL

Y. W . C. A.; Kalir.

Dark hair, dark eyes,
All s111iles, no sighs.

Commerce

W.

B.

Cumby

ENGLISH

Y. M. C. A.; Glee Club.

For they can conquer, who believe they can.

Lone Oak

SFE PAYNE.

Y. W. C. A.

Those w ho know her best appreciate her most .

0. D.

ADAMS

.

Bivins

I.

Y . M. C. A.

And thou art long, lank and brown,
One of the cleverest boys we've found.

HYLIA

MORGAN

Commerce

.

Y. W. C. A. Cabinet;
Fourth Year Class.

Commerce Club; R e porter

JI ylia is aw fully pretty,
And she is also wise and witty .

. Mt. Vernon

HALLIE MARTIN

Y. W. C. A.

A jolly and contented miss.

CHARLEY

WILLLAMS

,,.,,,.,....--

Commerce

Y. M. C. A. ; Citamard .

A ,nan of deeds, not words.

• I
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CARL

Commerce

ESTES

Y . }.1. C. A.; Debating Society; President Commerce
Club ;n Sporting Editor Locust; Business Manager
East ] exan .

V-ii;or, v·i tality, vim and punch,
The courage to act on a sudden hunch.

Sulphur Bluff

PURVIS LAWS

Y. W. C. A.

Good-nature and good sense are usually companions.

MRS. BERTHA THOMAS

Commerce

Y. W. C. A.

Her ways are ways of pleasantness.

Mt. Vernon

MRS . CHAS. AGEE .

She 'lllakes the world a fr-iendly place,
By showing it a friendly face.

[

1\ f ATTlE PHILLIPS

Whitehouse
Y. W. C. A.

It ·is r,. worthier thing to deserve honor than to
possrss it.

Klondike
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Debating Society.

That rascal hath good metal in him.

ADA SOLOMON

Mt. Vernon

.

Choral Club; Y. W- C. A.

Her very frowns are fairer far,
Than s111i!es of other maidens are.

JAUNITA MCCONNELL

Commerce

Y. W. C. A . ; Secretary Commerce Club; Cla ss Edi·
tor; gas t Texan Staff.

H er e's to the girl with a heart and a smile,
Who makes this b«bble of life worth while.

W. C.

Commerce

HICKS .

Y. M. C. A.; Managing Editor East Texan; Glee
Club; Commer ce Cub.

Surely no other one can be
So full of mischief and piety.

CONSTANCE ESTES

u:

Commerce

Secretary Kalir Klub; Commerce Club; Y. W. C.
A; Eas t Texan Staff; Secretary Fourth Year Class.

When she had passed it seemed like the passing of
exquisite music.

MOZELLE ScAn

.

Commerce

Kalir; Chora l Club; Orchestra; Cercle Franca is.

A loyal friend, happy and tr«e,
.4 nd very f and of m«sic, too.

MINNIE ROACH .

Lone Oak

Kalir; President Y. W. C. A.; Captain Basketball;
Athletic Counci l ; Cercle Franca1s.

If yoit b11,t know her, you love her.

tl'r
\~t~i\\\\\ \\\\\\\
_;.-~

As To OUR APPEARANCE USUAL OCCUPATION
AND OUR AMBITIONS
Ada .... . . . ... . .........• :harming ................ getting educated .........to be prim
Hicks ...... .. . ... . ... ... dignified .. .. . . . ... .. . . ...campus course . .. . . . .... to be a married man
Constance ........ . ... . .. modest ...... . . ... . . ... .. catching Drakes .. . ... ... to be a Queen
Mozelle .... . .. . . . ........meek ......... . . . ... . . . . .shunning the boys .... . .. to rival Paderewski
:Minnie ...... . ........... blushing . ..... . . .. ....... seeing "red" . .. ........ . to be Mrs. President
Clarence ... . ... .. .. ...... tall . . . .. . ... . ... . . .. .... ,being obliging .. . ........to never grow ugly
H elen .... ... . . .. . .... ... affable . ... . . . . .... . . ... . studying books . ... . ... . . to be a school marm
J vah . .. . . . .............. pleasant. . . . . . ... ... . ... . drawing ........... .. . ..to be a noted artist
Red ............ . . . . ... .. ':Jlooming .. ..... . . . . . . ... studying " roaches" ..... . to be President
Grace .... . . . ............ calm . . . .. . . . . . ... .. . .... thi'nking . . .. . ... . .. . .... won't tell
Juanita . . . . .. . ....... . ...smiling ........ . .... ... . . most anything .. . ....... .to be a bachelor
Wm. Eng . .. .. .. . . . ...... bashful. . ..... . .... . .. ... avoiding the girls ... .... .uncertain
0. D .................... lank .. . .... . ........ .... .nothing in particular . .. .. to catch a sweetie
Hylia ... . ............... sincere . ..... ....... ..... writ ing poems ........ . ..to be a landlord
Charley . ....... . . ... .... unassu ming .. . ........... getting by ... . .... . ... .. to be a sport
Biggers . ..... . .. ... . . .. .. uppish .. .. .............. acting cute ... . ... . .. . ...to be better
Davy . . . . ... . . . ........ . .gentle ..... . .... .. .... . .. being good. ··. .. . . . .... . . .to toot a horn
Bill S .. ... . .... . . . ...... noisy ......... . .. . . ..... .being attractive ...... . . . .to be a lovely old lady
Howard .... . ...... ... . .. harmless . .. . . .. ... . ... . . .talking ............ . .. .. toaidher-(Ada)
Curtis C. ................'iandsome ..... . . . ...... .. \ending to his biz . . . .. . .. to be an architect
Carl . . .......... . .. .... . breezy ................... everyth ing .. , ........ . .. sing like a victrola
Gaylon ......... , . ... .... peculiar.- .. . .... ...... ... debating . ...... . .... ... .to be a judge
Dudley ... .............. .1, een ...... _..... .. ....... .writing editorials ..... . .. to play Hamlet
Lelia ..... . ...• . ... . .... .gay . ...... .. . . . ......... encouraging others . . . ....to be Dean
Effie ... .. ..... . .. . . . . ... pleasing . . . ..... . . .... ... has a cherry hobby ... . ... to stay pretty
Rube . . ... . .. ..... . ... ...fresh .. .... . ... . . .. ... . . . wandering around .. . ... . to live a long time
Dick ......... .. .. . . . .... short. . . . ... . .. . . . . ..... . asking questions . . . . . . ...to grow tall
Lucy ... ....... ... .... ... fair . . .. .. .... . .. . .... ... flirting . . . . ......... .... to marry "Him"
Rae . .. . ...... ... . .... ... saucy .... .. .... . .........being pretty ...... . . . ... .to possess a Hood
Bonn ice .... .. . . ... . .... . good ........ . .. . .. ...... grinning ... . ..... . .. .. . .not to be an old maid
Jackson . . ...... . .... . .. . fat . . ...... . . .. ....... . .. eating pie . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .to be a Prof.
Mary ....... . . . . .. ...... funny . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... selling tickets. , .. . ...... to teach Physical Ed.
Varnell . ....... .•........ ferocious . . ... . . . . . ...... bluffing ........... . .... to be a heart breaker
Velma ...... . . . ......... .frisky ...... .... ... . . . ... imparting knowledge ... . .to excell all others
Lida . . .. . ............... artistic ... ..... . . ...... .. acting graceful ... . . . .... to be a society lady
Hallie .... . ............ . . low ..................... just studies . . . . . . . ...... to always be on time
lVIrs. Thomas ..... .. .... ..~weet, ........... . .....• .looking wise . ........... to please her husband
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i\11\ NDOZ TA

NEELY

.

(ARMEN POLK

Grandbu ry

Greenvi lle
Cercle Francais.

BU,'ORD CATES

Commerc e

SIDNEY JEN KINS .

Commer ce
Glee Club.

::\J ERLF. SHULING

Howland

:,: ARY BELLE FLING .

Commer ce

~- . \V. C. A . Cub in et; Co nlJilerce Club ; Cla ss Historian

T.

A.

SMITH

Coushatt a

I'AULINE WEST

Howland
Cita111ard.

MAXWEL L STEGER

Linden
Citamard .

LA IVTON BIGGERS

Gl::NE GIBSON

M. C.

HILL .

Bonham

Winnsbo ro

Bettie

HOWARD HACKNEY

Pickton

Citama1·d; Yell Leader.

CARL HOLLY

Su lphur Springs

.

Pootbal l; Basketball; Baseball ; Citamard; Y. M. C.
A.; Vice-Presid ent Class.

KYLE OLIVER BRYANT

Mt. Vernon

Y. vV. C. A.; Citamard.

WILLIE

BIBBY

.

Ca111pbell

Y. W. C. A.; Ci tam a rd.

RUTH BRADSHAW

Roxton
Kalir .

RUEL PRICE .

Cooper

E. T. S. N. C. Debating Society.

CATHERINE Sillil\lONS

.

Lone Oak

Y. vV. C. A. Cabinet; Basketball.

AUDREY BRADFORD

Commerce
Choral Club.

Lucn.LE HARGRAVE

Antler, Ok lahoma
Kalir.

DELBERT KYLE

EARL

.

CHERRY

Deport

Tolar
Baseball.

LEO PRESNELL .

Gilmer

Y. M. C. A. Cab in et; Football; Class F.ditor; Cit1.mard.

Commerce

L. :\1. SAU.ADAY .
Y. M. 0. A.

:
Commerce

C'HRISTINE GALLAWAY

Pittsburg

S PENCER

CARSON

HELEN ALVIS

Winnsboro

L UTE RAJSEY

. Mt. Pleasant
Sulphur Springs

GLEE DODSON

Y . W. 0. A.

Como

H. L. DEFORD

Poothall: Cit~ mard; Pre s ident Class; Asst. Ed itor

Locust.

Commerce

R oGENE HOARD

Gilmer

H ARDY HART

Basketball; Ba sebal l.

EXA

\Vinnshoro

JARED

Peerless

CHARLES TENNISON

E.

•r.

S.

Debate,·.

~-

C.

D ebatin g

Society;

Inter-No rmal

Greenville

FRIEDA PRICE

J(al ir ; Cercle Francais.

T.Tl.LYE

Ch:1 rlcston

SC'OTT

Bonham

HE RNIC'E VAN KIRK

!\[t. \'crnon

V'i'INNrn DA VI S

Y. \\'.('_A.: Citam:ir<l.

TJ-IEDtA

PAT

KRArT

Flint

Saltillo

DODSON
C1 i tamard .

BENNIE CANN ADY

EUL1\

BRYSON

SYBIL BLAC'K\\'ELL

vVinn sboro

Paris

Commerce

Y. W. C. A.; Chornl Cltt b; Commerce Club.

l\lERLE ;\JORELAND

Commer ce

C hora·1 ( 1 lnb ; Or<:he stra.

] ACK HARBOU R

LILLrn 1\1.IE ::'.[OORE .

;\[AUDE \\'IUIA~ rs .

Su lphur Bluff

Terrell

::'.It. Vernon

. Pickton

\TERA \ V ,\ LLER

L URA Mc EI.REA TH .

.

Sulphur Sprin gs

Basketball.

W ichi ta Fa lls

FRANK MORGAN .
~

1

ootbn ll ; Bas ketball ; Citarnard; Athl et ic Co un c il.

Commerce

IDA J OE F ULLER .

Basketball.

. .

D E W ITT £lOYD

R EGN AL H ACKNEY

.

. .

ROXIE BISHOP .

.

Winnsboro

.

.

Pickton

l\Jiller Grove

.

U LYSS NELSON

.

IDA MAE CREGG .

Ladonia

.

E nl oe

Sulphur Sprin gs

l\ I ORRIS H YDE .

CURT[S H ILL

. Bettie

CECIL KENNEDY .

.
Y. M. C. A.

.

Bonh am

l

JAMES

Commerce

WRAY .

Cookville

IMOGENE \VALLA CE

HARRY FLEWHARTY

Sulphur Springs

J>ootball; Ba s k etball; Baseball; Y. M. C. A.

PAULINE

Commerce

PRATT

Y. W. C. A.; Commerce Club.

Paris

FRANCES CROOK .

Choral Club; Kalir Club .

Hughes Springs

PERRY FITE

Football; Citamard; Athletic Council.

Commerce

GOLDIE CAMP .

M.

C.

Winnsboro

CALVERT

Pickton

GERTRUDE H ACKNEY

Basketball.

Commerce

FRANK POTTER

E. T. S . N. C. Debating Society.

DEE BACON

Commerce

MARY STRANGE

Commerce

Commerce Club; Y. vV. C. A.

:

MARY EMORY

Terrell
Y. W. C. A.

EDWIN BROWI\ RIGG

Commerce
Football.

NORA RICHEY

T elepho ne
Y. W. C. A.

IVA RU SHI NG

Edgewood
Basketball.

CLARA

WATSON

Commerce

Y. \V. C. A. : Commer ce Club: Ci ta mard.

EWING TI-TOMAS

Weatherford
Y. M. C. A.

l\IARY AGNES KIRKBRIDE

Sul phur Springs

Y. W. C. A.

W. L.

JOH NSON

Com mer ce

] F.\VEI.L BRANNON

Commerce

BALiliA C H EATHA1'-i

Commerce
Y . W. C. A.

BEULAH BRr,C'HEEN

Roxton

Art Editor Locu st; Choral Club.

DEWEY BLACKSTONE

Mt. Pleasa nt
Baseball.

Mt. Vernon

..

PHELMA NF.WTON .

Mineola

E. C. SHIREY .
Glee Clu b; Y. M. C. A .

.

.

.

DOLLIE BECKHAM

Enloe

Y. W. C. A.

t
RACHAEL ROBERT

.

Greenville

.

.

Y . W. C. A.

.

GARLAND .1\1 OSS

.

Cooper

Baseball.

Sulphur Springs

.

MILDRED ALEXANDER .

Bornarton

ROBBIE ANDERSON

M t. Vernon

EUNICE GANDY .

Commerce

.

LEONA MACKEY

Cumby

EDITH COOK

DORA MARTIN

ALASKA ROTENBERRY

.

.

.

.

D eport

.

.

.

.

.

Comm er ce

Roxm

PIGG

JESSIE

ADAMS

.

. D ixon

.

.:\,. £Rs. GEO. BRANSON

.

Leonard

. Mt. P leasant

Y. W. C. A .

JEWELL FOUNTAINE .

LEVENA

Commerce

.

LEWIS

.

.

.

LEWIS McCONNEL L .

Greenville

Commerce

Commerce Club.

HAZEL ECHOLS .

.

ARA LEE ANDERSON .

Direct

Commerce

PAUL DODSON

Salti llo
Y. M. C. A.

EVELYN SMITH

Wolfe City
Y. \V. C. A .

GERTRUDE WAI.KER.

.

Wolfe Ciiy

Y. W. C. A.

ANGr.I A RAGLAND

Lone Oak

t-

ROBERT

MRS.

J.

p ATTERSON

. Lone Oak

B. BAKER

Tolar

MAY HAMILTO N

Commerc e

WAID DEAN

Campbell

l\1ABEL l\1INICK .

.

Meri t

J.

.

Tolar

B. BAKER .

l\1RS . LILLIAN PARKER

.

.

.

.

MAGGIE HUFFMAN

Grapevine

]EWELL TINKER

.

CHRISTIN E BLEDSOE

.

NELL TURNER

:i\1AVIS ALEXANDE R

Commerc e

Mt. Vernon

K londike

Wolfe City

.

Cumby

LILLIAN

F lint

;\lc F ARLAN D

.

.

] OE N I CEWARNER

.

COR I NE NEWJ\IAN

M URIEL HELMS

. Bonham

.

.

.

.

.

J oseph ine

J osephine

.

.

C~legte

] OHN T H vMPSON

.

GRAHAM BUCHAN AN

Caddo M ills

ALLE '

K londike

n [ OXLEY

Baseball.

I·
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SECONDYEAR

:\!F.HLF. HOGUE
HOWARD ADAl\1S
]ACK FOWLER
l'. J.SSIE BARNETT
M 0RIUS MILLER
Lr.Asrn MAE MOORE
Enso ]ONES
GLAD YS MCKINLEY
HOBART JOHNSON
[VA PENNY

Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Campbell
Commerce
Commerce
Bryan's Mills

ONA FLEMING
FRED BASS
JAUNITA LACY
GRADY HODGE .
MRS. BARNETT
ROBERT WHITLEY
LOUISE SAYLE
AVA LEE SPARKMAN
HORACE ADAMS
]ANI('E ]ERNIGIN

Mt. Pleasant
Winfield
Wolfe Citv
Campbeil
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce

Luu. WHISTLER.
ETHEL }EF}'ERIES
LEONARD LEWIS .
PAULINE CAVINESS
fULIA STELLE
ASTON CANNON .
ADA Doss
X. R. BANKS.

RELLE CROSS
}ESSI.E TRAUGHTER

Commerce
Chicota
Seagoville
Chicota
Hinden
Commerce
Enloe
Winnsboro
Cumby
Sulphur B luff

ISABELLE SMITH . .
THELMA EVANS . .
MARY BELLE GARRETT .
ERIN CHAPMAN .
ETHEL KIRK
EUNICE BOREN .
MAYO P ARTSH .
GLADYS HINES .
CLYDE WATKINS
PERLA MAE EVANS

Commerce
Nevada
Cookville
Birthright
Mt. P leasant
. Ladonia
Lone Oak
Howland
Tolar
E lmer, La.

;.[AMIE CARDER
M.UTIE WRIGHT
:'JOLA CANNON
ANNIB Lou ROGERS
BYRD BACON .
Ons STYLES .
BENNETT ALMAN
JOHN WOODARD .
?11AURINE NEWJvLAN
AGATHA LAW

Chicota
Gladewate r
Campbell
Commerce
Cisco
Cash
Lone Oak
Winnsboro
Mt. Pleasant
Petty

0 . L.

CHAPMAN .
GEORGE KNIGHT .
FRANCIS ABERNATH Y
J ACK HEWITT
CARROLL MUNDEN .
IlETTIE MAE CHRON .
CHARLIE PRICE
ARVILL H UNTER .
JOHN MATTHEW S
L UCILLE NEAL

Birthright
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Howland
. Peach
Campbell
Mt. Pleasant
Commerce

ALVIN HOOD . . .
REUBEN JON ES .
EMMA ] EAN HOBBS
LEE PAYNE . . .

.
.

. . . Mt. Pleasant
. . . . Coperville
. . . Boswell, Okla.
. . . . . Pickton
LUCILE NICHOLS

..
BESSIE LANTHRIP
FRANK MCCOLLUM
VIDA BELLE MARTIN .
ORBREY MOORE
. ...

Commerce

. . . . . Fairlie
. . . . . Sonora
M in eola
Klondike

FIRST YE AR

------

LILLIE BELL WELLS

LEON A LEAPORD

BETTIE MILFORD

THELMA CADENHEAD

J.

ARTHUR WEST

FOREST TAYLOR

LORENE VAUGHN

SYBIL HARGRAVE

]A1JNIT1>.--l'@TER

TOM Box

BESS WESTBROOK

P. CORNELIUS

COMPTON THOMPSON"' - -

PEARL PARKER

,\VA FERGUSON

HATTIE CHEYNEY

PAULINE LANTHRIP

WILMA TEAGUE

HARRIS BUCHANAN

GEORGE ACKER

.

KENNETH ENGLAND

FLORA ]\,[ORROW

ESTHER GEORGE

HOLLIS JOHNSON

CLARENCE CADENHEAD

VVORN MYERS

l\fAURINE MCDANIEL

CORA MORROW

]\'[ ADELINE BLAIR

JEWELL TEAGUE

G F.RALD

PRIM

TRAINING
SC HOOL

UJe In After 1Jears
Pack ward, turn backward'
Oh my soul and sight,
Let rne be a chi ld for only tonight;
Let me be a pupil of the Training School,
\~' here the teachers loved us but made us obey
rules;
Let me be a Senior of nineteen twenty-one,
With my garlands and victories yet to be won.

Oh' to hear the dear old teacher exclaim .
"Re quiet or I'll take your name,
And then you'll have to stay after school
An' maybe spanked with a rule,"
Or to hear our principal say,
"You have been good children today."

Uackward, turn backward! Oh many years
To the time when we lived without tears,
To the dear old days of laughter and fun;
To the times when we went down the hall in

The days have sw iftly past
\Ve are sailin g over the ocean at full mast;
Some are out in the world alone,
Some wandering around without a home .
Oh I to be together once more,
Standing in a crowd on the happy shore.

a run,

Or to the moments when out of class
Walking on the Witlk or stitnding on the grass.

Much is heard of the high er grades,
But of the lower ones very little is said;
Now they are as smart and cunning as we,
W'hich I will try very hard to make you see.
First of a ll the pupils of grade sevenNow one of th ese is on ly eleven'
Don't you believe he's the only bright one
Or tl1e only student who has any fun.

:\Tiss Phi llips is the instructor of thirty-two
little scho lars,
vVith whom she wouldn't part for many dollars;
They can read and they can spell
And can relate perfectly the story of William Tel l.

Next I wi ll introduce you to the sixth grade,
You shou ld see just what they have made;
vVhy they can sew and they can saw!
And some of them can really draw!

And who are the pupils of room four?
Why the first graders. But listen and I'll tell
you some more.
T l1ey have a do ll house with papered walls
And a dear little teacher who isn't very tall.

Did you ever visit the pupils in room three?
They're as sweet and loving as can be.
They can make A's and B's and C's,
Now clon't you wish you cou ld make such
grades as these?

The kindergarten is last but best of all,
They are sweet little creatures who are so
small.
Now if you want to see what they can do
You just call on them-any time will do.

I

[

1Dord Pictures of Our Teachers
We Training School pupils have certainly been very fortunate in respect to the worthy teachers
that have been given to us . All of them ha\'e been of th e best that could be found , so it seems.
We have a very merry supervisor, Mrs. Pickett by name. She is jolly and full of fun most
everywhere you fi.nd her, even in the schoolroom. She certainly knoll"S her duty and to be sure sh e
fulfills her requirements.
But, we have also a very grand principal. I know I need not tell his name but for the sak-~
of some who do not know I will tell you,-it is l\Jr. Bass. Even in the worst of times or the best
of times he finds time for his \\"ell-balanced humor. He is always ready for pleasure but his motto
is: " \Vork while you work and play while you play." We are all proud of "professor," as the boys
have nicknamed him. We all think him an excellent Algebra teacher.
We have next Miss Norah C. Selby. Most anytime one may find her in the fields or meadows
search ing for birds or viewing them with her field glasses. She never tires of these hikings and is
always ready for another one. But, in spite of these occurrences she has time to teach biology and
an exceedingly good instructor she makes in this subject.
Now we come to Miss Brogdon. A grand and wonderful scout is she. Her exqu isite eyes of
blue and grey cannot extinguish the dancing sparkles that are mirrored therein. At present she
finds time to have a good game of volley-ball with her different grades. She enjoys herself immensely at these times but we know, for a fact, that she enjoys her English work also.
There is one of our teachers that is of a grand character. She seems to enjoy her work w ith
all her heart. She is very consecrated to her work. She is very quiet and modest in her ways, but
l1as a noble appearance and a winning smile that she imparts to all she meets. She has had a
great sorrow to come to her the past month, but has struggled to keep her grief to herself and to
try to be merry with others. I think she has been very successful. This teacher is M iss Hackworth.
Miss Marina Phillips certainly keeps up with her ch ildren. All of them seem to like her and
she in turn is fond of them. In all undertakings Miss Phillips does her best. In all enterprises
for the Training School, l\.'[iss Phillips has always managed to have her children come out on top
in the sale of tickets. By her steady "backing" she has been able to accomplish this.
Miss McLane is a cheery little person. We see her flitting to and fro all through the day,
but still she does her work. She meets a room filled with bright .,faces of small boys and girls each
morning, who welcome her coming with looks of delight. She always wears her sweetest smile and
carries her daintiest wherever she goes.
And now we close with Miss Duralde Boren, our conscientious kindergarten teacher. Sh,~
seems very meek and shy, but one should see her in the midst of h er work. She has a ll . the patience
on earth with each individual in his work, or play, as we would call it. She installs no barriers
between her small kindergarten children and herself, but instead she is always on the best of terms
with each little lass or lad,
Now my picture is complete. Each is painted in his own color with no deductions or additions made. Everyone would enjoy his work with anyone of the said teachers, and we wish that
everybody might have the privilege of having such discerning friends or instructors as these.

NINTH GRADE

r

f

I

NINTH GRADE

ITIDI~, LOCUST

Ilinth ~rade Class Roll
ELIZABETH DILLINGHAM-

"£lizabetb is always full of vim, vigor and vitality."
LOUISE DouGLAS-

"Gay good nature sparkles in her eyes."
DuSKIE HART-

"Y ou will always recognize her for she a lways carnes a book."
ROXIE BRYANT-

"For her, sc ience of life is this-modesty, unconsciousness, and unselfishness."
lJrcK SHERRILL-

"He is not afraid to speak, although all the world be against him."
BOB THOMAS LILLY-

"The greatest, noblest, and cleverest of a ll boys."
JOHN PRATT-

"Good nature and common sense are usually good companions."
.\l[YRTIS GALLAWAY-

"Tbere is something in her manners,
There is something in her smile,
Makes us a ll like to see her,
For she makes life worth while."
FRANCIS WATSON-

"She is extremely modest.

It 1s a fine quality and more scarce than it formerly was."

ELLA ]HA E BASS-

"Let me live in a house by the side of the road and be a friend to man."
ADDIELYNNE STAPP-

"Hearts that feel and eyes that smile, are the clearest gifts that heaven supplies."
CURTIS PHILLIPS-

"£'en tho vanquished he can argue still."
D. D . DILLINGHAM-

"From the crown of his head to the sole of his feet he is full of mirth."
"A happy smi le, a friendly greeting; one that makes you happy too."
"A happy mile, a fri endly greeting; one that makes you happy too."
VEDA McKINNEY-

"When things go wrong she sings a song and acids a yard of smiles."
PEARL DEJERNETT-

"Pearle is a good old scout.

She's always full of fun."

JAMES GALYON-

"Whose aim is to be a preacher-we wish him success."

EIGHTH GRADE

LOUISE ADAMS-

Demonstra ting Adam red dye for the hair.
FESTUS BLAIR-

As full of mischief, as able to perform it.
LOLA l\1cDONALD-

A neighbor of the sun.
BESSIE FAE CHEATHAM-

l\1y tongue within my lips I reign , for who talks much must talk in v,cm.
LEI.LA COOPER-

She is always known by giving the same answer for every question, "I don't know."

lLl\{A DRAKE-

She is our featherweight champion.
HOMER ENGLAND-

If I don't do the things I ought, I pray the Lord I won't get caught.
KATHERINE ERWIN-

A user of Faultless face powder.
EVELYN ESTES-

Give me some whatsha eatin'.
ADELINE FAIN-

Full of sparkle, dash and go, she is different from the rest we know.

SAMUEL FmLDS-

A famous cartoonist met his death-because he couldn't draw his breath.

MARY LEE KNIGHT-

Known by this one question, "O where is he? "
NEAL SMITH-

He reaches only to one's shoulder, but is full enough of mischief to make up for his size.

l\1ARGARET MULLER-

Washes dishes for Archie Parker's Dew Drop Inn.
more trade.

P. S.

This is why they don' t get any

MARY LYNN SHEELY-

She is our basketball player.

Her worst habit is that of heart-slaying.

SEVENTH GRADE

Seventh (irade Roll Call
MATALENE-The girl with curls.
C. J.-Our question box.
LOIS-Th e sky scraper.
EUGENE-The seat of silence.
OscAR-Our smartest boy.
BLANCHE-Our little musician.
JAMES-Our little boy.
~ORINE-The girl that falls down.
CARL-The dog-taller chewer.
HATTIE-Our seamstress.
HASKELL-Our news boy.
MARY-S lim Jim the second.
0. C.-Our best singer.
PATRA-Our arithmetic worker.
GEORGE LEE-Miss Selby's pet.
KIMBELL-Our smart boy in History.

SIXTH GRADE

FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADES

lnl ~,.11
I

SECOND AND THIRD GRADES

FIRST GRADE

KJNDERGARTEN

Training School Jokes
Carl: "l\Ir. Bass, did your watch stop when it dropped on the floor?"
l\fr. Bass: "S ure. Did you think it would go through?"
"And," said George Lee, "you're afraid to fight."
"No I'm not," protested Haskell, "but if I fight my Ma' ll find it out and lick me."
"How'll she find it out?"
"Sh~']] see the doctor going to your house."
"Oh, I have a dreadful cold in my head," sa id Patra.
"Well," answered Oscar, "that's better than nothing at all." ·,
Miss Selby: "Curtis, what is the unit of measuring electricity?"
Curtis (not paying attention) : "What?"
Miss Selby: You're right."
Girls, don't think a boy is flirting if he smiles at you. He may think your face is funny.
Talk about people living a long time! We have a teacher in our school that has tau ght Caesar,
Cicero and Virgil.
"What is the English national flower?" asked Miss Selby.
"The rose," came in chorus from her pupils.
"And the French?" Dead silence. At last a voice piped out, "onions."
:Miss Virgean: "Why didn't you stop there; can't you see it is marked a rest?"
Ilma: "I know, but I'm not tired."
"Louise," said her mother, "when you divided those five caramels with Hal d id you give him
three?"
Louise: "No, I thought they wouldn't come out even so I ate one before I started to divide
them."

UJord Pictures of Our Teachers
:'II,· B:r .ss is our· Training School Professor;
11 c h:rs derp blue eyes and an ordin ary mouth;
J ight sandy hair and a common sized snout.
I !e's :r jolly good fellow to make the story short,
,\ 11cl all w ho kno w him want to sec more of his sort.

:S: ow you see our history teacher, Mr. C. T. Neu;
His equa ls at asking hard qu estions arc very, very
few,
I1ut after all we ca n't keep from liking him if we
cou ld;
.\n<l l th ink he likes us when we study as we
should.

'.: (',c l 111 cet J',J iss Brogden, our English teacher fair,
\i "ho has winning blue eyes and jet black hair;
To krrow her is to love her and that we a ll do,
.\ncl I know when you have met her you w ill
!ia ,·c llladc a friend who is true.

lf you will go to the room with me we will there
sec :\fr. Bledsoe,
.-\nd if you have heard he was a bad teacher you
w ill dispute whoever said so;
Outwardly he may look little, inward he is not ,
For I am here to say he carries his brains on top

00 .

You must be sure lo see
our student teach ers,
and first there is J',Ir.
1Vynn,
And everyone who knows
h im says to Mr. Neu
he's akin.
Everyone likes J',1iss Estes
and Mr. Miller too,
They arc a ll lovable people
who make fri ends of
tru e blu e.

BOYS' BASKET BALL SQUAD

RES UL T S OF SEASON
Opponents
Cooper High School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cooper Ward School... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Greenv ille High School. .. ... . .... . . . . .. .... . . . . .. ....... . .. .
:,u lphur Sprin gs Hi gh School. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Bryan High School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S ulphur Sprin gs Hi gh Schoo l. ...... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Comm erce High School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Cooper High School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l0
12
12
46
55
12
24
12

T. S. Where Pla yed
16
49
46
39
19
47

36
48

Cooper
Commerce
Commerce
Sulphur Spr ings
Dallas
Commerce
Co llege Gym
Commerce

GIRL'S BASKET BALL TEAM

THE SEASON
A sign of amusement perhaps passes over your faces when the T. S. Basket Ball Girls are
mentioned. If you knew our trials and difficulties, that express ion would change to grave concern.
It has always been with difficulty that we have practiced. Until this year no one has been
interested in us. The past season we were very fortunate. Mrs. Pickett kindly provided us with .
an excellent coach . Miss Roach has stood by us as no one else cou ld have done. Our joys were
her joys; our sorrows were her sorrows. vVho would not love and respect her? Do you wonder
that we reluctantly bade the season good-bye?
\1/e have not lived up to the standard which our boys set. They lost only two games while
we lost three. Pray do not expect as much of us as you do of our boys, for that would be unjust.
Perhaps our successors will surprise us. Let us hope so.
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Wearers of lhe
FOOTBALL

John Blevins
P erry Fite
Frank l\forgan
Eugene Zinnecker
J erry W orkman
Edwin Rrownrigg
Carl Holly
L eland Breckenridge
Horace D eFord
H arry Flewharty
La wson Biggers
Leo Presnell
Will Hill Acker
Plin y Green

"T" 1921 ..- 22
BASKETBALL

J ohn Blevins
Frank l\1organ
Carl Holly
Hardy Hart
I. M . Rush ing
H a rry Flewha rty
H. D. Thomason
GmL'S BA SKETBALL

Rae Cornelius
Blanche Hickerson
Ida Joe Fuller
J ewell Johns
Lura l\lcElreath

The Coaches
R. C. JERNIGIN, Coach of Athletics for Men .
Although this is J ern igin's first year at E. T. in the capacity of
Coach, he is by no means a stranger in the Athletic life of th e school.
1 n 1920 it was he who pi loted the team at Quarter and hung up a
record that is to be env ied by any athlete. At V. 1\1. I., where he
graduated, he was a cen tral figure in a ll branches of athlet ics. Commerce and E. T. may rightfully lay cla im to him as a n ative son,
he having been born a nd raised here. Possessed of natura I abiliti es for leadership , J ern igin bui lt
up a fighting Football Machine that is rated as th e best in the history of the school. H e taught
the boys the scien ce of the game and succeeded in getting them to realize the value of playing
as a. unit.
In Basketball he put a winning Quintet in the field. It was in this branch of sport that h e
piloted them to their first T. I. A. A. victory. As a baseball coach, J ernigin has no equal in these
parts. Taking a gr een, inexperienced bunch of players, w ith the exception of one or two, to the
amazement of everyon e, he put together a winning nin e, despite th e fact that several of our best
players were in eligible to play on account of T. I. A. A. rules. Knowing full well that our entry
into the T . I. A. A. would work a tremendous hardship on him, he put up a hard fight which
culmina ted in our entering that organization. He is a n experienced, faithful and conscientious
worker in an ythi n g he undertakes which, coupled with that forceful will and unwavering courage
of which he is possessed, has won bim a place in the heart of every a thlete and student in th e
~chool.
1\.frss SARAH HATCHER, Coach of Athletics for Wo men.
This is l\1iss Hatcher's first yea r w ith us. She came her e from Peabody College, a t Nashville.
:\Tiss H a tcher is gifted with t hat rare accomplishment so consistently sought for by many athletic
director s, namely, " the spirit of under sta nding." She succeeded in keeping the morale of the team
at hi gh peak throu ghout the season , with the result that the Girls presented a formidable, well
or ganized, smoothly running Basketball team a t a ll times. Th e team won three and lost four
games this season . Tl1 ese four games combined were lost by the small marg in of six points. This is
a record of which a ny team might well be proud. 1\.fiss Hatch er is one of th e best liked coaches
we h ave ever had, as well as extremely competent a nd effici ent.
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Top R - J,migi, ( Co~h), Adee, Mo,ga,, Fi<c Chen,,T:d :::,::, Cm,k, Flew ha n,, De focd, L . I. Srni<h ( Maoagec).
Second Row-Workman, Biggers, Blevins, Miller, Presnell, Kyle, Walker, Thomas.
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Revie w of the Season

The vV esley Game
The first game of the season was played with our
old bitter r ivals, Wesley College. Desp ite the fact
that they played on a foreign field, the Lions came
out on the long end of a 13- 7 score. \Vesley scored
in the first quarter by blocking a kick and then falling on the ball behind our goal line. In the first
few minutes of the second quarter E. T.'s wrecking
crew swung into action and tied the count. It was
here that Ca rl Holly showed the Normalites that he
was a real football player. To P liny Green goes the
honor of scorin g ou.r first marker of the season . H e
made a beaut iful ten-yard run through the Wesley
lin e. Wesley pu t up a game fight and d isp layed a
\\'e ll-organized a nd well-trained football machine.

'"ea.~ \,-;ho 4. s
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Tliat Affair at Burleso n''

To make a long story short, we lost to
the Burleson aggregation in our second
encounter on the Gridiron. Two lone
points beat us. If ever a football team
played in hard lu ck, truly the Lions was
that team in this game. Playing at the
air GrouPds, in a perfect "Hog Wallow," the wind blowing thirty miles per
hour, and the Indian Sign on them, the
Lions just couldn't find themselves. The
game was one continual "punting duel"
between J ohnson and Flewharty, opposing Fu lls. John Blevins and Frank
:i\lorgan left the fie ld with many, many
tackles to their credit on that fatal day.
Charlie Johnson was easily the star for
Burleson.

'' Pass the Spaghe tti, Please ''
G-r-u-b-b-s
Tbe L ions journeyed over to Arlington and
grab bed another football game. L ed by tha t
slurdy little booster, L. I. Smith, the locals
rnarclied severa l kilometers out into the country to a cotton patch and put on a show for
tl-e natives that was not too crowded w ith
tlcrills. After expending countless pounds of
energy, our lads came off with the bacon, 9
lo 0. B levins, Fite, an d Morgan mad e use
of the opportunity to get lots of good practice
tl:at day. The Grubbs bunch are a sportsll'.an -!ike crew, but they were lucky to get off
as I ight as th ey did.

'fhe First Game at Home
Tho!c.e du,.lq R eds',ins from the South east State N ormal
at Durant invaded. our pea ceful little settlement w ith disa~-!rous remits to tl!ernselves. Try as h a rd as they could,
th;: aggregation of good fellows couldn't bring their Tomal· awks into effect ive action. Time a fter time they threatened
otir ,.~alps, but somehow th e hair would slip at the crucial
moment. The Lions put up an exh ibition of nerve, tea m" ·ork, and ski ll that day that was n othin g short of dazzling .
They we re t here to win or die, " thatsall, " and win they d id
by the score of 14-7. The first half of th e game was charwere dec idedly " The
ac terized by stra ight football, while in th e closing stage punting and passing
passwords that night
Yogue." The names of H olly, Flew harty and \Vitt (S . E. N. Quarter) were
make S herman ashamed
after the game. In the first half, after a march clown the field that would
goal and Holly did the
of himself, the loca ls put the ball w ithin strikin g distance of the S. E . N.
M r. Flewharty
rest. The visitors' marker came in the second quarter a lrn on straight football.
ran fifty-five yards for the last and winning touchdown .

"The Hardes t Fought Footba ll Game Ever Seen"
th e gridiron battles
That was the verdict of football fans here who h ave wit nessed a ·,majority of
football after the game
s taged on t he loca l fie ld. San l\ [arcos won, but they kn ew t hey had played
affray is m entioned, one
was over. And they were sports enou gh to say so. vVhen this p a rticular
on that clay these two
in ev itably associa tes the names of Perry Fite and J ohn B lev in s with it, for

t
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boys put up the fight of their lives to win. Understand, every single man on the Normal Roster
fought a brilliant fight, but the above mentioned two stood out noticeably. We can never forget
that noble loyalty and nerve displayed by Perry Fite when, in the last quarter, he forced his
teammates to prop him up in the line for the few remaining downs. Pages could be written on
this game, but one big thing must be remembered, "Our Boys J\lade More First Downs Than
Any Other Team San J\,,farcos Had Played up to this time." This is quite a feat when one considers that they had met such opponents as Southwestern, Daniel Baker, Rice and others.

Enter Dallas University
When ti-is game is referred t(), one thinks of that "Fifty-five Yard DropKick" made by Bill Acker. With three minutes to play and East Texas Norma l
1.ead ing by tl: e ,.core of 3 to lJ, seeming victory was turned into defeat when the
Catholics blocked an attempted punt by Flewharty and fell on the ball behind
our goal lin e, ther<'by winning 6 to 3. This seemed too hard for ordinary
h :n'ar>.s to bear. The locals fought all the harder to win , but all to no avai ltl·e game was too far advanced. " ' orkman and DeFord caught some difficult
pss~s in this game wh ich netted substantial gains. The whole E. T. line
r 1.ayed exception a lly wel!, many times holding like a stone wa ll when everything depended on it. Dallas U. put up a good game but play by play statistics
,.!· ow th at they were considerably out-played.

A Mud Bath
This game with ;\farshall College was a spectacular one. Another curious thing was that we had more pep on the side-line
that day than we have e\'er had. Stan ding in a downpour, the
loyal Lions watched their fellows see-saw, slip, and slide all
over the field. ;'J either team ever got in striking distance
of the goal. But Marshall should be thankful that the old
black mud was slick, for Old Bill Acker might have kicked
wme goals after Holly had scored six points thru the hole
opened up by the line.

'rhe 'l1hanks o0 ·ivin°·
b Game
The Bear Cats from Sam Houston Normal came up to assist us in lowering the curtain on
the 1921 footbalr season. They certainly helped us too!
In fact they valued their services so highly that they calmly
"
_,,,,,
proceeded to take the football game as part payment.
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The first quarter was an old time tug o' war, neither
:,:.icle ga inin g any appreciative ground. The second quarter
showed East Texas Normal making serious invasions thru
the Bear Cats' line.
In the third quarter the visitors tightened up, causing
E. T. to attempt unsuccessful field goals. Near the close of
this quarter Holly put the ball on Huntsville's 3-yard line.
F lew ilarty carr ied it to within one foot of our goal lin e.
Here Crunk and Breckenridge each on respective tries were
met by a stone wall and we lost our chance to score.
Soon after the opening of the 4th quarter The Bear
Cats completed two successive triple passes, the latter
or,e fa lli ng within the waiting arms of their Right End,
who was standing behind the goal line. Full back kicked
goal and it was all over. Crash! the curtain went clown
on hundreds of sad hearted fans and as brave a football team as was ever gotten together. Now all togetherH URRAH, FOR THE LIONS!

Results of Football Season 1921
E.T.
E.T.
E . T.
E.T.
E.T.
E. T.
E . T.
E. T.
E. T.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

E.T.
C . . . . . . . . ...... . ...... . 13
C. ... . ... .. . . . . ........ 0
C. .. . . . .. .. ..... . ..... . 9
C..... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .
C.... . . .. ... ..... ... ... 14
C. . . ... . . .... . .... . .. .. 0
C. .. .. . ... .. ..... . .... . 3
0
C.
C. ... .. ...... " . . · · ·· · · 0

Oppon ents
Where played
W esley College . , , . , . , .. , . , . . . , . , . , .. 7 Green vill e
Burleson College . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. 2 Green ville
Grubbs Vocationa l .. ... . . . . . . . . ... . .. 0 Arlington
Denton ( Cancelled by D enton)
S. E. N ., D urant . . .. . ... . ...... . ..... 7 Commerce
S. W. T. N ............ . .... . .. . ..... 26 Commerce
Da llas University . .. , .. .. . , . , ..... , , . 6 Commerce
Marshall College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Commerce
S. H . N. I. ..... . . . .. .. ..... . . .... ... 7 Commerce

Football Boqs Banquet
Fridal], December 2, 1921

J

College Dormitory
Toastmaster ...... . ..... . . .. . . . . .. ..... . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . S. I-I . Wh itley
O ur T ea m N ow and N ext Year .. .. ... .. . . . . .. . . . ... . ....... . . . ..... .. ........ . . R . C. J ernigin
What College Athletics Mean to the M erchants of Commerce . . . . >. . • •• . .••• • • . •••• . . R. N. Smith
What the Co-operation of th e M erchants of the City an d the Students
:Means to the Team . ... . . . . . . . . .. . ....... . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . ....... .... .. . . . R . B. B inn ion
The R ela tion of Football to the School. ...... . . .. . . ..... . ... . . .... .. . ... . ..... . L. Breckenridge
The Attitude of a Footba ll T eam Towa rd Its Cap ta in ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . Fran k Morgan ( Capt. )
Th e "T" Association ... . . . . . . .. . . . . ....... . .. . . .... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . ............. L. I_. Smith
R eview of the Season . . . . ... . . . .. . . .. .. . .... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . .... . .... C. L. Estes
Election of Officers for 1922
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UJe Enter the T. l. A. A.
At the football banquet a wild and seemingly hopeless scheme was advanced, so bold as to
suggest that with such material as East Texas State Normal possessed, there was no reason why
she should not be able to get into the Texas Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Coach Jernigin and L. I . Smith spent a few clays and nights of earnest effort in Dallas working on the project, with the result that E . T. was adm itted. Those who know these two gentlemen, know that they usually put over whatever they undertake to do.
E. T. may find "the going pretty rough" for a year or two on account of the rules, ineli gibles,
etc., but when she does get her head "above the waves" watch her, she will be near, if not on the
top of the ladder.

1922 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
October 6
E. T. vs. Howard Payne, at. ....... . ... Brownwood
October 12
E. T. vs. Grubbs Vocational, at. ...... . Dallas Fair
October 20
E. T. vs. Oklahoma S. E. N., at .. . . . ....... Durant
October 27
E. T. vs. Burleson College, at ............ Commerce
November 3
E . T. vs. Trinity University, at. ...... .. . Commerce
November 11
E . T. vs. Denton Normal, at. ........ . ._ .... Denton
November 17
E. T. vs. Wesley College, at. ............ Commerce
November 30
E. T. vs. S. H. N. I ., at. . . . ............ Huntsville

The Letter ffien
L. I.

SMITH,

Manager

L. I. has been everything in the ath letic part of this school from

Coach to Bat-Boy. When someone is needed lo "pu t it over" the name
of th is s turdy, reliable, little booster instantly flashes across one's m ind.
One would have to search far and wide to find a man possessed of
h is unselfish, h igh mindcd and true sportsman like clrnracter.

FRANK MORGAN',

(Capt.) Left Tackle

fea rless, a figh ter from start to finish, that is
Frank. No braver Captain ever led a football
squad. vVhen it seemed as if the team wou ld go
"On the Rocks" it was Morgan's War Cry th at
"hrnys ra ll ied them. Watch him next year.

CARL ESTES,

Stu.dent Manager

"D ime" is a well known figure on our campus. The very "antidote"
of meekness, and th e very essence of p~p, h e was certa inly a booster for
our club. He stayed w ith the p layers, knew them, and rooted for them.
He was a va luable man in keep ing up the morale of the team.

_,
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JOHN BLEVINS,

Right Tackle

Did you ever hear of any team making profitable gains over this sturdy tackle? John is
a powerfu l fellow who is never happier than
when in the thick of the fight. We always felt
that as long as he was "in there" that we
cou ld rest assured our chances for victory were
sti ll good . When we won he grinned, when
we lost he grinned, and when the opposition
unnecessarily roughed him he grinned. This is
his third year with us and here is hoping he
comes back next year.

PERRY FITE,

Center, Captain Elect .

This man is indeed well named. He will be
the Captain in 1922 and lovers of the game can
rest assured that they will have a man at the
helm next year who is fearless, a fighter, and
a clean sportsmanlike athlete. Fite played in
every quarter in every game with the exception of one and that was because of injuries
enough to have killed an ordinary man, which
were sustained in the now famous San Marcos
game. No better example of nerve has ever
been displayed anywhere than when crippled
up in both feet and in the head he forced his
teammates to prop him up for the last two
clowns in the San Marcos game.

~
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EUGENE ZINNECKER,

Left Guard

Zinnecker would be a valuable man to any
football team anywhere. It was he who so
ably stemmed the mighty plunges of the Marshall College eleven. Woe be unto the quarter
back who directed a play toward his side of
the line. Gene is a jolly, good-natured fellow,
who is always ready to shoulder h is part of
the responsibility, and likewise his part of 't he
blame. Teamwork, that was his slogan. For
three years he has been a consistent performer
for E. T.

JERRY WORKM.AN,

Right End

Jerry p layed with the Lions for three years,
and he always played the very best he knew
how . \Vhat more can anyone do? At end
he was poison when it ca.me to catching forward passes. A qu iet, easy going, likeable
fellow he was, and his face will be missed
when the opening gridiron whistle blows next
Fall.

I'
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TIRO WNRIGG,

Right H alf

Dutch is a pro<luct of th e Commerce High
Schoo l. This is his first year as a college
player, but he acq uitted himself in a highly
cred itabl e rnanner. Fast as a streak of greased
li ghtning, a lways ready to ta ke the ball and
try, regardless of the disadva ntage existing,
this was his sty le. Dutch is a fellow who
should have a still better record next year, and
he will, because as the saying goes " You can't
keep 1 good rnan down."

CARL HOLLY,

Right H alf

Although this year marks Carl's debut as
an East T exas Lion he h as won a place in
every fan's heart by his consistent, sportsmanlike brand of play. The season's records show
that he was responsible for more lon g-distance
and broken-field runs than any member of the
team. Speed !-there it is in a nutshell. Holly
demonstrated very thorou ghly that he is cool
and calcu lating under fire. He sounded the
knell of defeat for several of our opponents
this year, when that few yards was needed
to put th e pig skin across . Next year he will
be "A World Beater."
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L ELAN D BREC KEN RIDGE,

Qiiarterback

O ne· hun d red seven pounds of ceaseless en ergy, both ph ysica l a nd menta l, who n ever was
bea ten until th e las t whistle blew. This diminutive l:i.d is the ty pe of s portsman tha t
wa rn1 s th e hea rt of every football fan. A
cl ean, high-min ded fellow under fire h e has
proven himse lf lo be, and th a t is one of the
11111st ,·a lua bl e cha racteris tics of any a thlete.

HOR ACE DEFORD,

L eft End

T h is marks his th ird year under the B lue
and G old standard. Three years in which he
gave everythin g h e had, too. \Ve never had a
better end tha n D eFord made, and it will be
a long time before we will have on e th at w ill
su rpass h is performan ces a t that particu lar
po~. iti on. Tim e after time he would grab wha t
see med to be impossibl e passes and race clown
th e field for extensive gains . D eFord .is th e
type o f player of which any College m ight well
be proud.

HARRY FLEWHARTY,

Full-Back

Harry came to us from Sulphu~ Sprin gs
High School, a green football man comparatively, but Gee, look how he breezed through
Lhe season " in high." Flute can hit a line as
hard as a ny man on Earth, when he wants to,
and he usually wanted to, it seems, judging by
the way he "bowled 'em over." ·when it comes
lo "clippin g" he is a master. On the defense
he always cou ld be counted on to hold 'em.
When the opening wh istle blows next Fall,
Flute wi ll be there with bells on.

LAWSON BIGGERS,

Right Half.

Biggers has the right spirit for an athlete.
Althou gh we have had better men than he, he
is a lways ready to give over to the man who
can play the better game for E. T. But he
a lways stands ready to jump in when needed.
"Slew" has been with us three years and has
been of wonderfu l Yalue in the making and
training of teams.

orm.iion ,'>
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LEO PRESNELL,

Right Guard

When Presnell's n ame is mentioned in foot
ball conversation one a lways thinks of "A
Tower of Strength. " L eo was a p lu gger who
cou ld be counted on at a ll times. H e made a
remarkable record when we take into consideration the fact, th a t this was his first year
lo even see a football game. H e was a sure
shot when it came to ta.cklin g. If h e comes
back next year he will be a va luable asset.

WILL HILL A CKER,

Right Tackle

Bill came to us after we had p layed two
games. After he entered the line-up it seemed
that he injected confidence and pep into the
entire squad. Many were th e times that this
nafty a nd thou ghtful player would tell the
Gang right where a play was going and how
to cope with it. In the Durant Normal game,
where he made his debut, he was a tower of
strength. Bill was a ll-Southwestern one year
and a ll-State for two years prior to his entry
here. This within itself should be sufficient
evidence as to his oualificat ions. We will miss
·
him next Fall.

I
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PLINY GREE~,

Quarter-Bac k

I'. Jl,,f. is a product of th e Commerce High School and the United
States ;-.lavy. Records show that he gained more yards than any other
man on the team in accordance w ith the number of quarters he p layed.
It was he who made the first touchdown of the season when he sifted
through th e Wesley lin e for th irteen yards. When three or four yards
was nreded for "First-Down " he had a habit of making them. If he
comes out next Fall, some one w ill have a h ard time beating him out for
a berth.
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THE SQUAD
JERNIGIN

(Coach)

First Row-Biggers, Flewharty, Adams, Holly, Hart.
Second Row--Fite, Rushing, Thomason, Blevins.
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Review of the Season

r

With four victories out of seven games phyed, the season was highly successful considering
the T. I. A. A. handicap under which we labored. The total season score was Lions
207-opponents combined 211. This shows that we had a good team, handicap or no handicap.
One of the largest squads in the history of the school came out for the team, it necessarily
fo llowing that keen rivalry existed between the candidates for the coveted few positions.
More enthusiasm was manifested in Basketba ll this year than ever before w ith the result
that
the team was in good spiri ts practically throughout the entire season. This statement
is proven
by the large crowds who attended games both from the College and from town.

'fhe Burleso n Games
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L ike last year, the first game was with Burleson College.
The Lions won after a close hard fight. The P a rsons just
couldn't put across the winning markers despite the fact
that they were super ior in weight.
Contest No. 2 was a lso ann exed by the East Texans,
Burleson College again being the victims. The score was
larger this time, being 32 to 18.

i '
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The Austin College Games
Next came those wild Kangraoos from Austin College.
This marked our first athletic event in the T. I. A. A.
We lost the first one by two lone points after lead ing r ight
up to the last two minutes of play. Score 34-32 Kangaroos.
In the second game the Lions went onto the court to
win or die, and win they did. This was "the most exciting
ga me of basketball ever played in the city"-Exciti ng for
several reasons. We won 35-33. Some game!
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The Dallas Univers ity Game
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Next in lin e came Dallas University to receive her usual defeat at
the hands of th e Lions. The Catholics put up a good fight, but no team
cou ld have beaten J ernigin's Cagers that night. The score was 32-17 in
favor of East Texas Normal.
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rrhe T. C. U. Games
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Last came those two with the Horned Frogs at T. C.
U. The first game was featur ed by many thri lls . It looked
as if the Lions would win as they were leading at the close
of the first ha lf, but Driver had hordes of new men to send
in in the last half with the r esult that we lost. In the last
'"game, the team being badly crippled, fe ll an easy victim to t_:( \,\,,ve
the onslaughts of the Frogs.
" t ~ o S ~ •e !. , h
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BLEVIKS,

Forward

Blevins is given up to be one
of the best Forwards in this end
of the State. Invariably after
e,·ery game the opposing coaches
would inquire where "We got
that fighting forward." He can
cover more ground in less time
than any large man ever seen in
action on the loca l court. He is
a good clean sport and "A
FIGHTER."
FRANK MORGAN,

(Capt.) Guard

Frank exh ibited his usual spirit of leadership at the helm of
Basketball as in other branches
of ~.port. l\,lorgan was in the
game to win always. Even in
the face of defeat his fighting
sp irit never ,vavered. In those
two games at T . C. U . he acquitted himself as a veteran player a lways does.

H. D.

THOMASON,

Center

Playing at Center throughout
the season, Red did his best at
a ll times, and often he fl.ashed
around in a really brillian manner. Red is the type of fellow
who plays the game "Fair and
Square at a ll costs." We hope
he returns next year.
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HARRY FLEWHARTY,

Guard

Flute, like several of our other
cagers, was new, but proved a
yery apt pupil and soon became
a very effective man either at
guard or forward. On~ of the
bravest men on the team, he
could always be expected to
"come through" with his part,
His passing, shooting and all
round teamwork stand out as
,.ymbols of his excellent play.
Flute will form part of the backbone of next year's team.
HARDY HART,

Guard

"l\1axey," as he is known to all
of the students, is small but "a
fighter ." In thinking over his
work during the season, one
remembers those lightning-like
movements peculiarly his own.
He has an elusive method that's
hard to beat. Summed up, he is
a good player, a sport, and a
fighter from the time the first
whistle opens the game until the
closing one ends it.

CARL HOLLY,

Guard

In this branch of athletics as
in all others, Carl has sustained
his reputation as a star. "No
cleaner, more sportsmanlike a thlete ever graced our campus than
this little fellow." That's the verdict of the entire school, both
faculty and students. Much could
be said about him, but lack of
space will not permit. Suffice it
to say, he is one among many.

I
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I. l\1 . RUSHING , Forward
'We now have before us a man of great h eight, of great mental
capacity, and the future conqueror of J ack Dempsey. He shoots
goals from every conceivable angle on the court with perfect ease,
a nd has the n1ost "taking" ways you ever saw. He "takes" the
ba ll from his opponents lik e taking candy from a baby. Watch
him for th e next three years!

Results of the Season
East
East
East
East
East
Eaf.t
East

T exas
'I'txas
Texas
Texas
Texas
] 'exas
Texas

Normal
....... 16
Normal
... . ........ 32
Normal
.. . . .... . ... 32
Norma l .. . . . . ........ ... .. . . 35
~formal ........... . .......... 32
Norm a l
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
:-Jormal . . .... . . .. . . .. . ... .... 21

Burleson Co llege ..... .. . . . ... ..... .. ..... 11
Burleson College
. ..... .. ....... ...... 15
Austin Coll ege
............ . ... 34
Austin Co llege ...... .. . .. .. . .. . .. .... .... 33
Dallas Un ivers ity
............ .......... 17
T. C. U .
......... . .. . ....... 45
T. C. V
...... 56

"

THE SQUAD

First Row-Sparkman, Hargrave, Alexander, Simmons, Cornelius, Hatcher ( Coach), Hackney.
Second Row-Johns, J\fcE lreath, Roach (Capta in), Hickerson, Fu ller.

Results of the Season
1922
January 13
E . T. S. N. C. . . ... .. ... . ..... .. ... . .... 27
January 19

Commerce

S. M. U ..... . . .......................... 20

E. T. S. N. C . . ... .. . .. . ... . .... . ...... . 38

Ft. Worth
T. W. C.. .... . .... . •...... • . .. . .......... 39

January 20
E. T. S. N. C. ......................... . 20

N . T. S. N. C. .... . . .. . ....... .. ... .. .. . 22

Denton

February 3

Commerce

E. T. S. N. C........ . ....... . ..... ... .. 18

S. W. T. S. N . .. . . . . ...... . . .. . ......... 19

February 17
E. T. S. N . C. . . . .. . . . . .. .... . .... . . . ... 21

Commerce
John Tarleton ... . .... . .... . ........... . . 12

February 27
E. T. S. N. C. ................... . ...... 29

Commerce
N. T. S N. C. ............ . ....... . . . ... 24

March 3

E. T. S. N. C. ..... . . .. .. ......... . ..... 15

Dall as
S. M. U ...... . . .. ..... . .... . ............ 17

Review of Season
Caps off E . T. supporters fo r the 1922 review of the girls' bask etball season, for our fina l score
trippled our opponents' score.
,~re attribute our success, the greatest comp liment that can be paid to any team and coach, to
the clean sportsmanship of every player and the undivided team work of the squad. M iss Hatcher
certain ly d id know how to work up a good team and she did. We hope M iss Hatcher will be
with us another year .

Southern Methodist University
Colors were flying and pep overflow ing on the thirteenth, our
first and lucky clay for the opening of the season. This pep was
passt:cl over to the squad and victory was E. T.'s in an overwhelming score of 27 -20 against S. J\I. U.

rl~w ~1sl1. ~h~
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Texas Woman's College
This was th e peppiest, fastest and best game of the
entire season . The T. W. C. squad had an all around
good team and p layed an A-1 game. However, they d id
not in the least out-play our
team, as the score was a lmost a ti e, being 38 and 39 in T.
W. C.'s favor.
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Denton Normal
The Denton Normal game was p layed the day after tJ1e T. W. C .
game and th e cause of our defeat is attributed to the hard trip. The
exce ll ent teamwork was th e only thing that kept the score as close as
it was, it being 20 and 22 for the Denton Normal.

San Marcos
Of all the games p layed on th e home court,
the San ~larcos game was the "non-peppiest." Every effort was put forth
to win, but fate seemed to be again st us . Our team outclassed the San
l\larcos bunch in every way, but it did not keep San Marcos from goin g
J,ome with the higher score of 19 to 18.

John Tarleton
This was the first time we
,;,. w .._
cl. have played the famous and specH, 1S
r la.Y<- tacular John Tarleton squad.
• a~~~2..r<.os They had defeated the Denton
cJ
and T. W. C. squads, so we were
overjoyed by add in g to our garland the score of 21 to 12,
the highest score we won during the season. It was the
hardest fought game of the year. Yet, queer to say, we
:lid not min d our bumps, scratches and bruises for the
[cw ensuing clays.
Th

Denton Normal

:'/>(l\)u':,-~~l"\q[Q.'
,

W it h. c...

a. y~
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Our conflict w ith Denton the, second time was on our h ome
court and w ith the a id and support of a ll E. T. and the excellent
team work, we came off with a score double our opponents 111 our
tirst game with them. This score was 29-24.
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Southern Methodist University
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For several unknown reasons to both sides,
S. l\,f_ U. won over our team in Dallas. The game had been postponed by S. M . U. several times,
and was the last game of th e season. The score was 15 and J 7 in favor of S. M . U.

The "T" ~irls
MIKNIE ROACH,

(Captain) Jumping Center

"O Min" was with us for her second year and Captain of the
sextette. She was a lways in the air for the first tap, enabling us
to make the first score in every instance. She did much lo uphold the morale of the team. She fought with a tenacity that
kept our score continually on an increase. We regret to say that
she has fin ished her last season here. For the past two years
Minnie played every minute of every game.

BLANCHE HICKERSON,

Center

At the first of the season we were
lost without Blanche, but she returned
in the winter term and was in her old
place of running center in th e first
matched game. Blanche played aggressive and defensive ball excellently, p layin g th e signa ls and guardin g her opponent. B lanche will be with us next
year, we are glad to say.

RAE CoRNELWS,

G11ard

Rae was a lways on her toes when it came to guard ing. For
steady playing durin g the entire season, Rae probably was a little
ahead of the rest. Rae possibly will not be back next year and
tl1e team will regret having lost the steady and important guard
of this year.

IDA

Jo FULLER, Guard

Ida Jo played every minute of every game this season, showin g her wonderful ability to stick to her opponents. She was
right there in her place, in front of her forward, when the ball
came her way. Immed iately she started the ball back on its true
course. We are happy to say that Ida Jo will be back next year,
guard in g her best as usual.

LURA MCELREATH,

Forward

This was "]Vfac's" second year on
the squad, and she proved as necessary
and as good a player as the preceding
year. ''Mac" kept up her r eputation of
being a dandy player, always freezing
her opponent from under the goal, and
ringing a goal for E. T. almost every
time. With "Mac" and Jewell back as
forwards next year, we prophesy an
exce llent team.

JEWELL JOHNS,

Forward

"Blondie", as she was usually known, was a new member to
our squad, and a cracker-jack good forward. She was the fastest
girl on our team. She sacrificed the ball many times to give it
to her partner, who was always ready to toss it in. \Ve are glad
to say that we shall have this "Jewell'' on our squad next year.
Jewell played every minute of every game this year.

111:rss Rowu.ND

BOSTICK,

Manager

Rowland, a lthough a faculty member, has been and always
will be considered just one of the girls. There is no question
but that the welfare of the team was always uppermost in her
mind. For several years she has managed the girls' teams and
during all this tim e she has stayed with them thru thick and thin.
A clean sport, a li ve wire, and a capable manager she has always
proved herself to be.

~

Toast

It is seldom that a college annual can be fittingly bedecked with praises and eu logies. But
there are exceptions to every rule and this case offers a good exception. 1Ve feel that this space
will be well worth wh ile and will be received by ~he student body in the best of spirit.
First, we commend our girls, their capable and earnest coach and their other helpers, for the
successful season which they enjoyed . \Ve firmly believe there is, no better girls' basketball team
in the State of Texas. Surely, we got beat several times, but somebody had to win. No team our
girls met could say that E. T. N. C. was inferior, and E. T. met the very s,trongest in Texas.
Next, the team is to be commended for its great fighting spirit and teamwork. At no tiri1e in
the whole season was any girl criticized for playing individual ball. The team fought every minute
of evety game and no opponent had tl1em beaten until the final w histle blew.
Girls, accept this little tribute to your loya lty and faithfulness. Under the direction of Miss
Hatcher, the cleanest, the most capable, and the most sincere coach in Texas, we believe the future
possibi lities have hardly been touched. To you who have played your last game for E. T.-may
you fight as squarely and as earnestly in everything you undertake. To you who come back to
give your strength to the development of our next team-may you fight as hard and continue to be
as successful. These ar e the wishes of your many, many friends and supporters.

In order to make it possible that a full report of the baseba ll season may be included each year
in The L ocust, we take th e liberty of setting this precedent. The 1922 Baseball Section wi ll appear
in the 1923 Locust. We do this after consultation w ith the C:oach and Athletic Cou ncil.
However, we are including brieAy the 1922 baseball in this volume in order that a complete
sk ip will not be evident.
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THE SQUAD

Top Row-;-Price, Grisham, Owens.

Second Row-Jern ig in (coach), Smitli (mgr.) , Fowler, Flewharty, E. F. Baker, vVatkins, Mi ller,
◄ I
MatthewL
Third Row-1\foxley, Holly, Cherry, J. B. Baker, Tittle.
Hottom Row-Estes (Student l\1gr.), J\foss, Hart, Breckenridge, Brownrigg, l\1cConnell (Mascot),
Hodge, Spencer.

Results and Schedule of Sea.son l 922
Bu rleson College .. . ... .. . . ........ 6
Wes ley Co llege . . . . .
. .......... . 13
Wesley College . .
. .......... 8
Grubbs V. Co llege
............ 0
Grubbs V. College ... ... .. ........ 3
DnJ las Un iversity .. . .... . ......... 0
N . T. S. N. C.... .. . . ........... . 6
N. T. S. N . C .... . ... . . , . .. . .. ... 2
Dallas University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Dallas University .... . ..... . .. . ... 3
S. W. T. N. C. . . . . . . ..... . ...... 4
S. W. T. N . C . ... . . .. . . . . ....... 4
Wesley College ... . . . ......... . ... 6
Wesley College . .. . . . . . ... . . . ..... 3
Four games remain to be played: Two
Denton Nor mal, at Commerce.

Played at
Greenv ille
E. T.
. . ...... . . .. ........ 4
Commerce
E. T.
........ . ...... 13
Greenv ille
E. T.
.. . ........... . ..... 8
Commerce
E . T. .... . . .......... . ... . . . . . ... 2
Arlington
E. T.
Dallas
E. T.
...... . .. . ... . ... . ..... .5
Denton
E. T. ........... . . . . ... ... . . ... . . 9
D enton
E. T. . . . .. . . .. ......... ... .... ... 17
Commerce
E. T. .. . ... .. . . . ................. 10
Commerce
E. T.
.. . . . .. .. .. .. . ..... . .. . 6
Commerce
E. T.
Commerce
3
E. T.
. . . . . . . ....... . •.......... 3
Commerce
E. T.
2
Greenville
with Texas l\lilitar y College, at Commerce; two with
E. T.

.... . .............. . 5

The Roster for 1922
BRECKENRIDGE

HART

HUNT

J\[JUER

BAKER

BIGGERS

:i\.l OXLEY

TITTLE

OE>\!\'

HOLI.Y

1\foss, R.

WATKINS

FLE\\'HARTY

CHERRY

HODGE

OwEKS

BT.J\CKSTONE

PRICE

:\ l oss, G.

FOWLER

SPENCER
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CITAMARD CLUB

I-

THE FIRST CLUB ORGAN IZED AT THE EAST TEX AS STATE NORMAL COLLEGE.

I
OFFICERS
WTLLIE BROOKS

President

FRANCES SELBY

Vice-President

CLARA W ATSON

S ecretary

LEO

Treasurer

PRESNELL

ROLL OF MEMBERS

T,ELAND

BRECKENRIDGE

CARL HOI .LY

KYLE BRYANT

C LARENCE JONES

WILLIE BIBBY

FRAN K MORGAN

P AT DODSON

VELMA MONROE

WIN NIE DAVIS
PERRY FITE
HOWARD HACKNEY
IVA GALLAWAY
l\1ISS KATHERINE BERKSTRESSER

MAXWELL STEGER
CECIL TOON
PAULINE WEST
DUDLEY WYNN

Y. ,V. C. A . CABINET
FLING, WHEELER, H ARRISON , :\loRGAN, SillrMONS, JOHNSON
PRATI, J\,I oNROE, CHEATHAM, ='<ATION
SCHOFIELD, RonERT
JERNIGIN
ROACH

l

. I

Y. M. C. A. CABINET
HOLLY, PRESNELL, J'.1CCOLLl-'1I, BAKER
THOMASON

IRVIN
IRBY

WHITLEY
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KALIR KLUB
ROLL Ol' MEMBERS
EFFIE ROGERS

BLANCHE HICKERSON

CONSTANCE ESTES

MINNIE ROACH

LUCILLE NEAL

T,UCILLE HARGRAVE

FRIEDA PRICE

RUTH BRADSHAW

FRANCES HARRISON

ISABEL ROUNTREE

ALLIE STELL ACKER

GRACE l\[ARSHALL

AGATHA LAW

HESS MALONE

J AN JCE

MARY EMERY

CATHERINE SMITH

MOZELLE SCAFF

HELEN BINl'ORD

ROWLAND BOSTICK

[~A TFIOl\[PSON

RAE CORNELIUS

ELIZABETH STORRIE

]ERNIGIN

BEACH CHORAL CLUB
OFFICERS

President

BALMA CHEATHAM .
BONNICE WHEELER

Secretary-Treasurer

FRANCES HARRISON

Librarian

MOZELLE SCAFF

Accompanist

.

Director

MISS KATHERINE MURRIE

ROLL OF MEMBERS

CHRISTINE BLEDSOE

GLADYS HYNES

FRIEDA PRICE

AUDREY BRADFORD

WILMA JOHNSON

ROSE PRIM

BEULAH BRECHEEN

DORA MARTIN

NORA RICHIE

RENNIE CANNADY

MAURINE McDANIEL

MARY STRANGE

ANNA CASEY

ETHEL KIRK

NELL TURNER

BETTIE MAE CHRON

GLADYS McKINLEY

PAULINE WEST

SYBIL HARGRAVE

DOLLY MONTGOMERY

BONNICE WHEELER

EMMA JEAN HOBBS

MRS . J.

A.

PARKER

!LA WILHITE

I
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COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
H. G.

MUNDEN

Director

MOZELLE SCAFF

Accompanist

Violins-Hor ace Adams, Mylie Lee Acker, Mary Lynn Sheely, Merle Moreland.
Comets-Car roll Munden, Dudley Wynn.
Clarinets-A rthur West, 0. C. Mulkey.
Trombone-R obert Munden.
Drums-Har ry Armstead.

COLLEGE BAND
Cornets-Carroll Munden, Howard Adams, Will Hill Acker, Frank Sayle, Dudley Wynn.
Clarinets-Ralph Wheeler, Arthur West, Neal Smith.
Trombones-Robert Munden, Horace Adams.
Baritone-Leo Roan.
Bass-Dick Sherri ll.
Dru.111s-H . D. Thomason, James vVray .
H. G.

Director

MUNDEN .

COLLEGE JUNIOR BAND
H. G.

MUNDEN

Director

L:

E. T. S. N. C. DEBATING SOCIETY
OF}'ICERS

CHARI.ES

H.

President

TENNISON

Vice-President

ROBERT L. WHITLEY

Secretary-Treasurer

]ESSIE DAVIDSON

ROLL

J

m' :MEMBERS

\ V. COMPTON TH01IPSON

LEON ARD LEWIS

PAUL TICER

XA=--rTHUS BANKS

CHARLIE PRICE

RUEL PRICE

DEWITT BOYD

EDWIN' KOONCE

ARTHUR WEST

REUBEN ]ONES

Ons

MORRIS MILLER

CLARENCE ]ONES

HOWARD ADAMS

GALON IRVIN

BRITT CRAINE

0. D. ADAMS

FRANK POTTER

STILES

........-

COMMERCE CLUB
OFFICERS
CARL ESTES

President

HOWARD PRIM
JUANITA

Vice -President

McCONNELL

Secretary

RAE CORNELIUS

Treasurer

SYBIL BLACKWELL

Publicity Chairman

The Commerce Club was organized in the fa ll term, 1921, for a .defin ite purpose. This purpose
was to bind the students who claim Commerce as their home into ' a body wh ich could effectively
function for bettering and advertising the school.
The club has effectively carr ied out its purpose. It has given two of the most interesting chapel
programs of the year. It was through the Commerce Clu b that the Student Government agitation
began. It was the Commerce Club that so successfully held open house for the entire student body.
The Commerce Clu b is a li ve, progressive and alert to the needs of the school. It has in no
way caused any ill fee ling among out-of-town students. Its purpose is to help a ll, and "all" includes the whole college.
Other th ings are yet to be done.

The Commerce Club has just begun.

I
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB
OFFICERS

President

H. D. THOMASON

Secretary-Treasurer

H. HACKNEY

A. A.

Vice-Pr esiden.t

BAKER

Accompanist

MRS. VERNON D. PARROTT

Director

Mrss KATHERINE MURRIE

First Tenors

E. C.
J. B . BAKER

P.

s.

H.

E. CHERRY

SHIREY

Second Tenors
C. S. TOON

C.

A. A. BAKER

M. S.

First Basses
G. D.

H. CADENHEAD
HYDE

KENNEDY

A.

S.

DODSON

C.

BLACKSTONE
M . E. HOGUE

H. P. HACKNEY

Second Basses
C. T. ENGLISH
C. A . W ATKINS

J. JOHNSON

C. JENKINS

H. D . THOMASON

M. C. Calvert

J

JONES

MORGAN

STUDENT WELFARE COUNCIL
The Welfare Council has had less publicity than any organized body in school. But with the
donning of Student Government "baby clothes" the ~'elfare Council has come into its own. Its
importance can better be judged in the near future than at present or in the past.
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L. D. PARSONS

President of the Alumni Association .
The name of L. D. Parsons is as closely connected with the school
as tbat of any other student who has walked the campus. Th e
;trength of a school lies in the strength and faith of her sons who
have gone out from her. Parsons is a living example of the greatness and strength of East Texas Normal.
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10:30 a.m., Tuesda11 , ffiarch 14, 1922

College Auditorium
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Song, "1"1y Old Kentucky Home" ......... . . . .... . .... . . . .... . .......... . ..... By the Audience
Scripture Readings and Prayer ............ . ..... . . . . . ............ .. . . ........ Rev.

J. A. Roper

Song, "Auld Lang Syne" . .. . ............. . ................. ', .......... . ... Audience Standing
1-Iistorical Staten1ent of the Developn1ent of the College .... . ................. . . . Louis F. Benson
Some Impressions I Have Gained of W. L. Mayo .... . ............. . . . . . ... Leland Breckenridge
Song, "Work for the Night is Coming" ...... . . .... . ................. ... . .... Audience Stand ing
The Secret of H is Power ............... . . . .... . .... . ... .. ...... Rev . E. L . Egger of Greenv ille
Benediction ....... . ............. . .. . ................. . . .... . .... . ..... R ev. J. Walter Greep
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The p lac ing of flowers on the grave by friends.

As He ls Remembered
(Taken from addresses at Memorial Program.)

==

We are therefore, on this memorial occasion, happy in our consideration of the life, character,
and work of Professor Mayo. He is ours. Gladstone and Lincoln belong to the world, Lee and
Ben Hi ll belong to the South, Sam Houston belongs to Texas, but Professor Mayo belongs to us .
That land and that institution which have not their heroes are poor indeed. He is our hero and
viewing h is wonderfu l work through the mellowing atmosphere of time, we cannot be otherwise than
happy when we think of the wonderfu l legacy he has left us. And we shall, therefore, spend our
time rather in the renewal of our allegiance to those ideals he set before us than to sorrow because of his absence; rather to celebrate the ownership of our legacy than to anguish because the
donor has passed away; rather to the determ ined pursu it of the visions he held before us than to
sadness because of his absence.-R . B. BrNNlON.

==
-

Th is actor in the play of liie assumed his par t and acted in his time, and when the curtain
fe ll and he was hidden from our view, the p lot of life had been disclosed-a life of service.LELAND BRECKENRIDGE.
I feel that it is my humble duty to say that I count it one of my most for tunate experiences
to have come under the personal influence and into the intimate fell owship and confidence of that
broad visioned princely gentleman, President W. L. Mayo, and I shall a lways hope to merit a
portion of that confidence which he placed in me.-L. F. BENSON.
The world may not know, but that group of young men and young women who have passed
through the portals of th is institution on which were these words: "Ceaseless Industry, Fearless
Investigation, Unfettered Thought"-that great crowd of men and women would say this morning,
"He was a tall man among men, always helping somebody."-REv. E . L. EGGER.
Memorials, then may serve to insp ire and direct the thought of the new generation and to
acq uaint it with what we have as a heritage from the past so that"We may formulate the modern by vision, hand, conception
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Ex ... Students 1n the Field
NOTE: In view of the fact that there are about twenty-five thousand ex-students, including the
old school and the new, this list may seem very incomplete. But this list was compiled by "hearsay," and includes mostly those students who have left school in the last two years. Even then,
the list is very incomplete.
LAURA VAN DYKE ............ .. .... Cooper
ROSCOE SANDLIN .... . .. . ...... . .. C larendon
R. E. Srnouo . . .... . ..... . ... . .. . . . . Electra
G. M. HUDSON . . . . . . ... • ...... . ..... Moran
MYRTLE DAVIS ......... . . . ....... . . . D irect
BLANCH ALMAN .......... . .... . . Lone Oak
LILLIAN ST. CLAIR . . .... . ....... .. .. Kereno
MRS . INDIA AMIS ............ . ..... Celeste
T. F. McAFEE .. . ...... . ...... Van Alstyne
L. C. DoosoN ... . . .. ....... Sulphur Springs
ROSALIE HEDRICKS .. . .. . ... . .. . . . . . ... Flint
CASSIE HEDRICKS ... . . ... .. . .. . ....... Flint
11ATTIE RAMSEY ...... . ........ . .. . .. Tyler
ELINOR JOHNSON . . .... . ......... .. .. Kemp
CORA ABERNATHY ... . .. . . . .. . .... . Kingston
MATTIE LowE .. . . .. ..... . ...... . ... . Wylie
MAE GLOSUP . .. . ................. . Avinger
LEE PAYNE . ........... . ........... DeKalb
ALICE PICKLE .. . ........ . .... Midea Springs
OPAL NORWELL ... . ... . ........... Hopewell
POMPIE WEST . . . ... . . . .. . .... . Prairie View
LILLIE ROGERS ... . ...... . .. .. . .. ... . Athens
JEANETTE TOWNSHEND ............ Trinidad
LENA SNOW . . ....... . .............. Canton
BESSIE NEAL ...... . .... . . ..... Hiney Grove
W tSLEY TH011IAS .......•........ Corsicana
PATSY VAN DYKt ........ . . . ..... . . Cooper
SAMMIE MORGAN . ........ . . . . Wichita Falls
H. G. HILL . . .. . .. . ............. Greenville
MRS. H. G. HrLL ... .... . .... . . . . Greenville
H. D. NORRIS ........... . . . . Mallard Prairie
EURIU.A GREEN ...... ..... . . .. . ...... Dike
INEZ TURNER . . .. . ..... . . . .......... Athens
BOB DF.BF.NPORT . . . .. .. . .. . ....... Lone Oak
AYLEEN HACKNEY .. . ............. Crestonia
l\J. E. IRBY ................. ... . . Ridgeway
A. C. BENTLEY ..... ... . . . . ....... Trinidad
STELLA HUDSON ...... • ....... . New Mexico
J. E. SULLIVAN ... .. .... . .. . .. . ..... Avery
GLADYS ESTES .. . .. • . . . . Lindsay, Ca lifornia
TRAVIS BAKF.R
..... . ......... Frisco
BALLARD Hooo
..... . ..... .. ... Cook ville
NELL CowAN ........ . ..... . . . ... Brumlow
CARRIE STOUT .... . . . . . . . . ..... . . Winnsboro
EDNA BAKER .. . ........ . ............ Tolar
D. 0. HARPER ... . .... ... .. . .... Texarkana
L. D. PARSONS ...... .. ...... . ... Texarkana
HUBBARD BLAND . . . ........... . .. Texarkana
] . K. JOHNSON ... .. ...... . . . ........ Hooks
F . M. O'BRIEN .. . ................. ... Paris
C. A . BONHAM . . ..... . ....... . .. . . . Boston
J . C. KENNINGTON .... • .. ... . . New Boston
D. B. PITTS ........ .. . . . . .. . ... Charleston
]. U. NELSON ... . . . . . . ........ . . Charleston
LEONA SYu: . ... ...... . ......... Charleston
11AUD WICKERSHAM .. . .......... Charleston

M . I. PIGG . ................. ...... Rowlett
LILLIE KARNEY ....... . ......... . Ridgeway
MARY IDA TURNER .. . .. . . . . ......... Athens
J. D. NEWMAN ........ . ............ Siloam
DAISY BLALOCK .. . .... .. . . .. . .... Cookville
NOBLE MARKS .........•....... ... . Peerless
RUBY \VALLACE ................. . Lone Oak
\VALTER WORKMAN . . . . . . .......... Barstow
ANNA GRAHAM .... . .... . . . .......... Alba
CLARA EITEL . .......... .. . . . ...... Del Rio
ROWENA SCOTT . . .... . . ....... . ... Arlington
BLANCHE ALMAN . . . . ........ . ... Lone Oak
EDNA BROWN . . .... . ............. Lone Oak
D . C. STOCKTON ......... . . . . . ... . Reynolds
MARY BARTLEY .. .. . ....... . . . ... Halesboro
NORA RICHIE ......... . .. . .. . . . . . . Johnson
ORAL CHANCE ......... . ...... Center Grove
:MILDRED MOONEY ................. Brashear
ERA McCLESKY ......... . ... .......• Avery
l'vI YRTLE COBB .. .. ... . ... . ..... .· ... Trenton
M. A. GALBRAITH .. . . . ... . ...... Johnstown
ETHEL JEFFRIES .. . .......... . .. . ... Chicota
EULA MAY ................ . . . .. Center Hill
ODESSA LOMINACK .... . ... . ........ Cypress
FRANK BRANSON ... . ..... •· .... Mt. P leasant
PAT H. NORWOOD .... . ............. Leyford
AILENE STEPHENS . . . . .. ... .. ..... . .. Talco
HELEN VAN KIRK . . ... . ...... . .... Perryton
Lou WATSON ................. ... Halesboro
VERA LAMB ................. ...... Winfield
ANNIE PRICE ..•...... .. ... . . . ... . .. Cooper
ILA PEARL WILHITE ................. Rattan
MARIANNA HALL ...... . .... . .... Commerce
LOLA BEN ALEXANDER .... . . . . ..... . Cumby
lRVYE REYNOLDS .............. . . . .. Eustace
JOHN MOSES . ......... . .... .. ... . . Midway
Y. H. WALKER . . . .. .. , . ....... ...... Bivins
JANF. NASH . . . . . . . ........... Cotton Wood
LOIS BLOODWORTH ....... . ..... Honey Grove
ODDIE SCHULTZ ...... • .. . ...... Mt. Pleasant
J. N. ANDREWS . . . ... .. .. . . . . . . . ... Forney
G. A. WOMACK . ............. . . . ... Forney
NANNA MONROE ... . ... . ..... . ...... . Bowie
EMMA Lou HARLOW-WEATHERLY ... Campbell
HORTENSE ABERNATHY . ........ Oilton, Okla.
Duo SINGLETON ........ . ............ Anson
TROY CRENSHAW .. .. ..... . ...... San Benita
LAURA ROBERTS ...... . ... . ... , Albion, Okla.
MYRTLE ROBERTS ........... . Cushing, Okla.
ETTA ROBINSON ........ . ........... Nevada
BF.RNICE MYERS .......... . ...... Red Water
CLAUDE A. SMITH . . .. . ..... . ..... Palestine
INEZ LACY .. . ...... . ... . .... . .... . .. Merit
MAUD ANDERSON . . . ... . ... .... Mt. Carvnel
GLADYS Bow1rns .... . .......... ... Cleveland
RUTH STOKE ........... . .... N apersville, Ill.

Ivy CRUTCHFIELD ....... . .... . . Farmersville
ORAL CHANCE . . . . .... ... . . .. . ....... Atlas
0. D . DUNCAN .. . . . . . .. . ... .. .... . ... . . . .
LORENA PERRY ... . ... . ....... . ..... Patton
HAZEL HICKERSON .... . .. . . . H enrietta, Okla.
ANNA FRANCIS FAIN .. .. ... H enrietta, Okla.
THELMA CRENSHAW ... . ... .. ... Winnsboro
B ENNIE MAE WESTBROOK ........ Winnsboro
l\fRs. MARIE BROWN ........... ........ . . . .
GRADY HANES . ... ... . . ... ... . . .... . Jardin
MRS. W. T. HANES .. . ... . . . ... .. . .. Jardin
AMELIA PAYNE . ..... .. ...... . Indian Creek
ELSIE RAYNES .. . ..... . ........ ... .. Fairlie
RUTI-l. WALLACE ..... . . . . . .. . College Station
Lucrr,E JOHN SON . . .. .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . Enloe
ALETHA AMIS . .. . ... . ....... . ... . . . Emory
MYRTLE COCKREL . . .. . . . . ... ... .. . . . Terrell
EVA FIELDS .... . ....... ...... . .. .. . Chicota
EARL M c FARLAND . ... ... • . ... ... .. .... Ely
E. L. KIRK . . .... ... .. ·- . . . .... . O ak Grove
DAVY DRENNAN .. . . . . . .. . .... Independenc e
D EWITT GEORGE . ... ... . . .... . ..... Century

VIVIAN LAJ\IPKIN .. • . . .... . . .. . ..... . P aris
HOMER HooD . . ... . . . . . . .... . . . Jackson ville
TULA MILFORD ... .... .... . . . .... Wolfe City
MRS. GLADYS CRAIG . ... .......... . . . . Enloe
p AN OLA EMRRY .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . Titus Co.
EUJ,A REYNOLDS . . . . . ..... . . . . . .. Lone Oak
MALCOLM EvANS . .. . .... .. .. . . Clovis, N. M .
LOLA AMERSON . . .... .. .. .... .... Friendship
LYDIA LEFTWICK . .. . ....• . . . . . .. Union Hill
BERNON STEPHENS ...... . .. . ...... . . Sa ltillo
WYATT BENTLEY . . . . ..• ... . ... . . . . Poolville
MABEL McALISTER .... . ... . .. . . Cornersville
EARL MORRISON . ... .. . . .... ...... .. Athens
VELMA O'NEAL ... . ._.. . ........ . _-_ . . Celeste
W. C. WITT ....... . .. .. . ..... . . . ... Scurry
B . W . MUSGRAVES ... . .... . .. . Whites Prairie
GUSSIE LEE SWEARINGEN . . . . ...... Greenville
BERNICE JOHNSON . .. .... . . . . South Sulphur
ANNIE PRICE . . ..... . ........... Pecan Gap
EM:tvIA LEE SANDRIDGE . .. .... ... . . Winnsboro
E . L. TAYLOR . . . . .. . ... ...... . .. . Arlington
MRS. E. L. TAYLOR . . . .... ..... . . . Arlington

Some Alumni Hope s
When human be in gs do things collec tively, they do them for a general good; publi c we lfare
is
uppermost. Humanity is alw ays ready to serve itself, but it often gets distorted ideas and
queer
d isillusionmen ts. For instance, could the people of the State of Texas be made to believe at
present
that they wou ld profit by greater expenditures on Normal Colleges and less expenditures
on good
roads and fish ponds and levees? Would the peop le of Texas believe if they were told that
teacher
training is more important than the training of engineers, housewives, farmers, cattle-raisers
, and
business men? Cou ld they be made believe that forty times the amount spent last year on
Normal
Colleges could be profitably and fittingly spent this year?
The a nswer is "No." And it is not fair to expect any other answer. Nothing of lasting
importance can be created a nd no permeating change can be brought about by the snap of
a finger.
But the point we must get at is this: The people of Texas must realize that "Yes" is
the on ly
answer to the above nanied questions. We who know the school conditions of Texas today,
know
that we are l'ight. Then, let us go ahead.
What is the duty of an a lumnus to his school? Our ideas may be somewhat distorted,
but
as we believe, it is this: To help improve, to advertise, to boost, and to carry out the
po licy of
the school, if that policy is a sound but progressive one.
In the advertising section of this book may be found a list of th e needs of this colleg,::.
Need less to say, they out-balance the present resources . T he administration of this
college is
putting forth every effort to convinc<! the legis lature that Normal Colleges deserve at least
honorable
mention. But the administrat ion a lone can never convince that legislature. Why? Because
the
legislature is backed in its stand by newspapers, politicians, ministers, denominatio nal
school
advocates, and even th e so-called clear-think ing public. T he legislature 1s on ly endeavoring
to
please the "public."
Needless to say, sa id "p ublic" needs workin g on. As we see it, the doctor must be the organized
alumni associations, ex-students, and enrolled st udents of the
ormal Colleges of Texas.
We have made some a ttempts at sage Philosophy ; we have tried to decora te our old everyday lingo with diplomatic phrases; we have endeavored to arouse your sou l to such an extent
thal
ere long your tongue will roll out such eloq uence and such sarcasm that the poor dumbfounde
d
public will change its mind tomorrow.
But our youthful dream will not come true. The chances are, you will read this ( if
you
have a "Jobacular" patience) and then lay it aside and forget it, and hop on th e band wagon
with
the public. But really, folks, we believe we've given you something to think about.
Honestly, isn't it time T exas was waking up to educalional nePds? Isn't it time T exas
was
meeting her educational needs through better trained teachers and greater physical equipment?
If the teachers, and the "priviliged" few who are blessed with a leaky-roofed school house
and a
gang of gum-chewing yaps to try to teach-we say, if the teachers, and the :'.'formal Colleg-~s
of
Texas don't stand up for themselves, who is going to stand for them?
This is entitled "Some Alumni Hopes" because we are not yet so settled and "staid" but
thal
we can hope and dream. This is offered as a challange to the Alumni of East Texas
Normal.
If you think anything of the school, if you grasp the vision of the great founder of the East Texas
Normal, if you realize what energy is at present being expended by a few high m inded
people
who are miserably in the minority; if you are the kind that challenges and thrills a ppeal
tothen accept th is challange. If you a re cold-blooded and choose to reason with yourself-rea
son
all you want to, but don't forget the job.
The " big huddle" of us want to see a greater Texas; we should like to see a great plant and
a
magnificent equipment on this campus. Well, nothing is too big. We're going to see it some
day!
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,ACTIVITIES

i CAL[NDAR iI
1921

Sept. 27-School opens.

Feb. 4-Dr. Tsu.
Fish and Sophs m Basketball.

Oct. 3-School Party by Y. W. C. A.

Feb. 7-Band Concert.

Oct. 31-Hallowe'en Party.

Feb. 9-Prof. Stone on K. K. K.

Nov. 4- Football Boys entertained.

Feb. 11-Dr. Terrill.

Nov. JO-Commerce Club entertained.

Feb. 16-Special Picture Show.

Nov . 25-Y. W. and Y. M . Party.

Feb . 23-George Washington Party.

Dec. 10-Kid Party by Y. W.

Feb. 28-Mardi Gras Par ty by French Club.

Dec. 18-Sacred Concert.

Mar. 2-Texas-Exes Banquet.

Dec. 19-Legion Minstrel.

Mar. 3-Preliminary Debate.

Dec. 22-Carol Service.

Mar. 6-Presbyterian Party.

Dec. 23-School dismissed for Christmas.

Mar. 14-M emorial Exercises.

1922

Mar. 23-Longhorn Band.

Jan. 3-School opens.

Mar. 27-4th and 2nd Year Party.

Jan. 6-S tag Social by Y. M.

Mar. 28-Popularity Contest. Class Fight.

Jan . 7- Y. W. entertainment.

Mar. 29-College Minstrel.

Jan. 10-Basketball, Subs vs. College Girls.

May 3-Visit of Governor and Regents.

Jan. 13-Basketball, E.T. vs . S. M. U. (girls)

May 4-May Festival.

]:in. 16-Y. W . Annual Banquet.

May lland 12-Kalamazoo Karnival.

Jan. 17-E. T. vs. Burleson Basketball, Mrs.

May 29 to June 5-Commencement Week.

Eddy lectures in Chapel.
Jan . 19-E. T. vs. Denton (girls)

a. June I-Commencement Play.

Jan. 20-Program and Art Exhibit.

b. June 2-Contests in Oratory and Debate.

Jan. 24-Lyceum (The Impresario) .

c. June 3·-President's Reception.

Jan. 28-Debate (Bonus Bill).

cl. June 3--Alumni Banquet.

Feb. 2-May Queen election.

e. June 4-Commencement Service.

Feb. 3-E. T. vs. San Marcos.

f. June 5-College Commencement.

Y. M. AND Y. W. ,JOINT SOCIALS
Hurrah for the Y. 1vI.-Y. W. mixers! Once a month, they came throughout the year. The
gymnasium was none too large to hold the crowds who came. Popularity, dodge-ball and Virginia
reel proved indispensable, but each evening brought a new set of games to fit in with the old.
There was always something doing.
Students met new students and made friends by the score while having a gloriously good time.

l

THE HALLOWE'EN PARTY
This annual College event was carried out in its usual "spooky" manner. Practically every
enrolled student was present in costume. Every kind of paraphanalia from bed sheets to colonial
costumes were worn with masks. After wandering around and exchanging glances with every
other ghost, the "ghosties" flocked to the punchbowl and the huge pot full of pop-corn balls. It
has been said that ghosts do not eat, but needless to say, it has been proved false.

'I'HE COMMERCE CLUB OPEN HOUSE
Thursday night, Novebmer 12, the Commerce Club entertained the student body at large to an
informal reception in the gymnasium. Over three hundred students and faculty members crowded
the "gym," but in spite of the crowd everyone declared that the entertainment was one of the best
ever held in the College. The welcome address was rendered by the President of the Club, Carl
Estes, who set forth the three principles upon which the club had been founded. "First of all,"
he said, "the Club intended to launch a campaign of advertising to help put the college on th e
map; second, it was organized for the social phase; third, to foster a closer spirit of fe llowship
between the town students and those of other localities." An interesting program followed, after
which the Virgin ia reel held sway. Punch was served throughout th e evening by Misses Baima
Cheatham and Velma M.onroe.

''THE NA':I.1IVITY''
Simply woven about the Christmas Carols, the story of the shepherds and wise men was
portrayed in the play, "The Nativity." Soft colored lights wrapped the crude stable in the wood
with a soft glow. The center of all was the child in the manger watched over by Mary and
Joseph. Angel choirs appeared at the sides and above the stable. So truly was the sp irit of th e
Holy Night felt that a hush fell over the crowded auditorium as the last strains of music died
away. The play was given by the girls of the Young Women 's Christian Association.
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THE MAY QUEEN ELECTION
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On last February another annual event was staged in
chapel. The time had come for the election of our "May
Queen." L eland Breckenridge was elected chairman and
upon decla ring nominations in order, seven of our "fairest
of the fair" were nomina ted . One or two political schemes
had been cooked up, but as the classes split seven ways at
once, they proved useless. Miss Constance Estes was elected
" Th e Queen of 1\l[ay" from the seven contestants. Miss
Pauline Pratt and Miss Audrey Bradford were the next
in order of cho ice. Everyone is well satisfied with the
outcome of th e election, because l\1iss Estes has a ll the
qualifications for a lovely queen. Judging by the practices
of the May Festival in the Gymnasium, we are going to
have one of the best programs ever presented in the college.
So here's to the success of the May Festiva l and lon g live
Q L1een Constance of the House of Estes!
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THE BONUS BILL DEBATE IN
CHAPEL

t l<.5.U, .,,

Some of the students have from time to time complained of poor chapel programs, but we had one program
this year which everyon e enjoyed . It was the " Bonus Bill"
debate, given by the E. T. S. N. D ebating Society a t the
cha pel period on January 28. The affirmative was upheld
by Robert Whitley and "D ime" Estes. The negative was
substantiated by Charles Tennison and J essie Davidson.
The audience got more real fun out of hearing " Dime"
picture the poor, neglected soldier as being just one step
from the poorhouse, than any program of like comical nature, yet given in any chapel. Also that " Just as surely
as the sun rises in the East a nd slowly toils its way across the heavens and at last sinks into the
golden West, we shall see that bill pass in Congress and mark the beginning of a new day for the
soldier." The laughter was mixed with fearful forebodings of the ability of th e poor cast iron
table to take such a pounding as it was getting: J essie made a jaunty plea to the ladies and
"gentlemuns" "to turn a deaf ear to the siren pleas of the affirmative." Whitley and Tennison took
the debate seriously and presented good speeches. P er'h aps due to the eloquent plea of J essie, the
negative was given the decision
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DR. TSU VISITS THE COLLEGE

1

Dr. Y . Y. T su, General Secretary of the C'h ine,.e Student'R Christian Association in North
Arnerica, vis ited the College u nder th e a usp ices of the Y. l'lf. C. A., on February 4.
Dr. T su is a native born Chinaman, r eared and educated th ere. H e is a graduate of St.
John 's Ep iscopal School located at Shangha i, but took his Ph.D. at Columbia.
Dr. T ,.u is a n extens ive tra veler, arc! a n enter ta in irg ,., eaker. He sroke inforrnally to the
Y. l'II. at 4 o'clock and addressed t he public at large at 8 o'dock. Tl· e next day he ,-r ok e to the
s tudent body at the chapel l ime on the cuslorns acd manncr irn1s of Chi na as co mpa red with our
own. His ta lks were sometl ,ing different from the uwal trend, ancl co nseq uently were enjoyed
by a ll.

"A PAIR OF SIXES"
O n Thursday night, February 9, the r ead in g department, under the supervision of 1Iiss Katherine Berkstresser, presented the a nnu a l co llege mid-w inter
play. The title of the play this year was "A Pair of S ixes." For several weeks
before th e presentation , everyon e was kept gue,.,ing as to the mean i ng of the riddle-like name.
About 9 o'clock Thursday ni gh t they found out.
Throughout the play the audience was kept roaring with laugh ter at the antics of "Coddles,"
th e English maid, and a t th e wrangles of the bus iness partners, Joh ns and Nett leton. Together
with the support of '\'anderholt, "a two-by-f.~ur" lawyer, the vi lli an who causes a ll th e trouble
and the pretty Florence Cole, who shrewd ly underrnines all h is plans and brings everythin g to a
happy endin g, "A Pair of S ixes" is pronounced to be th e best play ever s taged in our auditorium
by a student cast.
TH E CAST
George B. Net tleton

.... Carl Holly

T . Boggs Johns .... . ... . . . .... .. .. ...... .
(B usiness Partners)

. . ..... Dud ley Wynn

Krorn e, bookkeeper ...... . ..................... . .... . . .. ..... .. . ... ... .... ....... E. F . Baker
Sally Parker, s tenograph er ............... . . .. ............. . . ... ..... . . .. . . ... Lucille Hargrave
T. ]. Vanderholt, their lawyer .... .. ..... ..... . . .. ...... . . .. ......... .... . ... .. . . Leo Presnell
Tony T oler , th eir salesman . .. . . . . .. . .... ... . . . ...... . ... . ..... .. . . ... . . . .. . Howard Hackn ey
Mr. Applegate .. . . . ...................... .............. . .... ....... .... ... .... . Earl Cherry
Office Boy .. . ... . ............... . ...................... ............. . ..... Louis McConnell
Shipping Clerk

.. . ... '...... . . . ......... . ... .. . . .... .. . . .. . ...... . James Wray

Mrs. George B. Nettleton
Miss Florence Cole . . ...... .

........... . .. . . . . ... ....... ... Velma l\Ionroe
. .. . . . .... ... . .. ........ . Rae Cornelius

Coddles, English maid

.. .. . . ... .. . . Juanita J'll[c Con nell
SY;JOPSI S OF SCEXES

T.-Offices of tl1c Eureka Di gesti ve Pill Co, in :\Tew York City.
ArT

IL-Horne of Mr. 2\:ettl eton, two weeks later.

ACT III.-The same as Act Second, one week later
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GEORGE WASHINGTON PART Y
Another entertainm ent that d id credit to the ingenuity and ini tiative of old
E. T., was the
ann ua l George Washingto n party given in the Gymnasium . This party is an
annual affai r with us,
where a ll class differences are laid aside, and the entire student body has
a roaring good time.
This is no " lie" ei ther. Everyone enjoyed the "colonial punch" as refreshmen
ts. It was as near
to the rea l stuff as the present laws would allow. ·

.J

GLEE CLUB CONCERT
The ]\!en's Glee Club of the College was organized for several purposes. One
of these purposes is to r ender annually a classical and popular program. If all their purposes
were as well
carried out as this one was this year, tl1e Glee Club is a wonderfu l organizatio
n.
The young men were practically all new members, but they conducted themselves
as precisely
and as charmingly as could be desired . The faithful and efficient work
of their coach, Miss
Murrie of the ]\fusic Departmem , was ev id ent in every harmony and every
strain.
PROGRA M
PART

I.

Keen the Air and Clear the Sky ........ . ....... .. ...... . ...... . _. . ...... .
.... : . ... .... . Spense
Violin-Leg end .......... .. . ... . .. . . ... . .... . . . .. . .......... ..........
.. . . .......... . Bohn,
Horace Adams.
Mighty Lak' a Rose . ... . ..... ... ........ . . . .......... .. ... .... ... .. . ......
. . ... .. . .. . Nevin
My Sunshine .......... . .. . .......... ........ . .. . .......... .......... .
. .. . ... .. . Old Italian
Piano-( a) Romance ... . . . . . ..... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . ......... ... . . . . ....
. . . . . .. . .... Sibelius
(b) Japanese Etude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... .. ........ . .... .. ....... . Poldin·i
Mozelle Scaff.
Mah Punk in Sue .......... .......... .......... ... ..... ..... ..........
.. .......... . Widener
PART

II.

A Mixture (Top O' The Momin' To You)
Cornet-Th e Rosary
........ ... ........ ... .......... .. . . . . Nevin
Dudley Wynn.
Quartet-l\. Jr. Shirey, Mr. Dodson, Mr. Blackstone , l\Ir. Calvert.
Robert's Rollickers (i\polgoies to Jimmie's Joys ).
Finale.

GLEE CLUB CONCERT CAST

GLEE CLUB QUARTET

MRS. EDDY

vrsrrs

COLLEGE

lVfrs. Sherwood Eddy vis ited the students of E ast Texas K ormal in J anuary. Sherwood Eddy,
the great Christian sta tesman, who has worked in the Orient, Europe, India and Am~rica, has
tra veled around the world many times, needs no introducti on to a student body. J\frs. Eddy, who
accompanies her husband on a ll his trips, is a most delightfu l little lady. She brought a quiet
charm and earn estness of purpose to our campus.
·
She was th e leading speaker at the a nnual membership banquet of the Young \\1omen's
Christ ian Association, under whose ausp ices sh e came to East Texas. The banquet was one of
the beautiful affa irs given by the youn g women each year. J\Irs. Eddy lent an additiona l charm
lo the entire evenin g.

·~

FOURTH YEAR-SECOND YEAR
PARTY

~
-=:\

l\1onday night before the big "battle" was staged, the fourth
year entertained the second year with an informal party. Of
course the third year could not let them go unmolsted, and
,, t
gathered outside the "gym" to try to break up the party. Catchin g the fourth year prec.ident off guard they attempted to feed
him to the "fish." The fourth year was successful in smugglin g
the refreshments by, much to the chagrin of the third year, who
immediately began to devise plans to take the fort. Finally they
hit upon a plan and obtained entrance by Prof. Warren's laboratory. A fight ensued that would have made the battle of the
Argonne fade into insignificance. The fight lasted about ten
minutes. It was broken up by a few of the faculty appear ing
on the scene. The third year made off with part of the refreshments, but enough was left to serve everyone and still some
left. The fourth year more than avenged this raid in keeping their flag over I Hall in sp ite of the
efforts of the third to take it down.

,,

•

I,

Will you ever forget the College, Dudley Wynn,
And especially the old fish pond where you fell in,
Where Mr. Lutz with grim delight
Failed to guard the pond that fata l night,
And you lead ing the Fourth Year Class,
Painted on the training school, "Sophomore Class."
Your own class wish ed you much success,
We do too and hope you're blessed
With the highest rewards that can be won,
By a man lik e you
Who wi ll by your fellows claim
Love and honor and undying fame.

THE CLASS FIGHT
On l\Iarch 28, while a number of upper
, class-men were digging a hole as a ruse,
\fTtt'<;<'.RAP
~ two or three of them slipped around and
~
o srn1011.,; •
'raised a fourth year flag on_ a light_ post at
~
, 011,Tl\c'-S 'i•
1
~~ the corner of the I Hall. The th1rd year
"'='
'
Hof> Oo'NN
~ 1~ men were attempting to obtain possession
' )\~)~' OE•"' w
of the post hole digger on the east side of
,,__
· (
./
the main building, but they soon found out
~
about the . flag having been raised and im.
mediately made a mad rush for the scene.
~
~
Dean Whitley came up and in order to
.:S LUTS
/
give each side a fair chance, he let the
..-L- ~)
upper class-men get around the post and
the third year men stand back, and attempt
to reach the post by main force and awk. wardness. For one hour and thirty minutes
the battle raged. Shirts, collars, ties, sox,
and caps, together with patches of hair and
\ \
little bits of anatomies, were strown over the
~--,,---..__,
•
II
battle front. The boys who did not have
~ ·~o ~\-\. t,
~
~ -1\lEs\\.
bloody noses and black eyes were not in
f:- \ -=- ~~
the foreground for the time being. The
~--.,;:?
~
~
forces were evenly matched and nothing un~
\,
-&,,,T"
fa ir was indulged in in the least.
~
Desperate rushes were made by the
r/f;,.
~
third year and equally desperate efforts
\_;,;,.~~//
/~
ll
were made by the fourth year to keep them
from it. All too soon did the signal for retreat come. The boys were just getting well into the
fight, but it had to stop, and the victorious fourth and second years were allowed to take their
flag down unmolsted.
Do~T W oR
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THE POPULAR ITY CON'.rEST
On Jvlarch 28, the "Locust" staff staged the annual popularity contest. The votes were sold,
five votes for one cent. The proceeds went to help publish the "Locust." Miss Janice Jernigin.
the second year candidate, was elected the most beautiful girl in school, and .lVIr. Frank Morgan,
the thira year candidate, the most popular hoy. We have never elected any two students more
capable of filling the places to which they were elected. Miss Jernigin has been with us two years.
She is an active participant in all school activities. She is an ardent and well loved worker for
the Kalir Klub.
llfr. Morgan has also been with us two years. He made one of the greatest Capta ins of our
football team we have ever had. He was a "fighting captain of a .lighting tea m." He is the
premier of all guards we have yet developed on the basketball court. ·when Captain Dean of
this year's quintet left school, Frank was chosen to fill the Captain's position for the remainder
of the season. In spite of tbe honors el-owered on him, he has never ceased to be "one of us" and
because of it he is liked and rcsrected by every man on the campus.

SU'\YANEE MINSTREL
The Annual Minstrel is conducted for the benefit of the "Locust."
All of our boys are especially talented in this line, and every year the
minstrel is looked forward to with some enjoyment.
The program was divided in three parts. The first consisted of the
usual ring jokes. Be assured that this year's line was an entirely new
one. The second "course" consisted of instrumental music accompanied
by Negro voices. The third "spasm" was a one-act Negro farce.
the winners in the Popularity Contest were announced.
intermission
an
During

THE BEACH CHORAL CLUB CONCERT
The Beach Choral Club presented its second annual concert, April the nineteenth. Th e
program was d ivi ded into two parts. Th e first part consisted of numbers rendered by the
Club as a chorus, several piano solos by l\1iss Mozelle Scaff and a violin solo by Miss
Mylie L ee Acker. Th e chorus showed that sh e was an a rtist of no mea n skill. As for
cored many limes. l\Jiss Acker showed tbat she was an artist of no mean ski ll. As for
l\1iss Scaff, it is on ly necessary to state that every time she a ppears in a musical program
she strengthens herself in the hearts of all music lovers.
"In Candyland" was given in part two. The old Candy l\Ian, big hearted old fellow
that he was, turn ed his wares over to the chi ldren.
One by on e, each sort of candy \\'as presented: barber poles, choco late drops, etc. J elly-beans
are supposed to be unpopular, but the kiddies were just as glad to see them as they were to see the
more sedate members of the candy fam ily.
After the presentation of the different parts of candy, the scene from the cover of N unnally's
candy-box was dramatized. Miss Dolly Montgomery very charm ingly represented the belle of the
old South, l\1r. Shirey the young gallant, and l\1r. Marvin Calvert the faithfu l negro servant. They
sang " Old Black J oe" and "Carry Me Back to Old Viq;1inny." 1 had often wondered what Nunnally's characters are say in g. I was glad to learn that they are only stnging. I have often feared that
the young woman was jilting a tiresome suitor.
The final number was th e song, "Say It 'With Candy," participants en sem ble. Young men
were a dvised to show their love for their sweethearts by giving candy. No doubt, too, they were
sing ing to only those young fe llows who had sweethearts.
PROGRAM
PART

I

The Ca ll ... . .... . ...................... .. ...... . ... .. . .. . ... . . . .... . ....... . Ma·r k Andrews
Violin-Concerto . ...... . . . ............. . ...... . .................. . .......... . ... .. . .. Se-itz
Miss Mylie L ee Acker.
Gypsy Song . ... . . . . . .... . .... . . . .... . . . . .. .. .. . ... . . . . . ...... ... .. . . ....... . . . ... . Brahms
Piano (a) Roman ce ...... ... ...... . . ....... . .. ........ .. . . ..... .. . . . ...... ....... Sibelius
(b) "Turkey in the Straw" .......... . . . ............. . .. . ... ... ..... . .. . ... .. .. Gu:ion
Miss Mozelle Scaff .
Sw ing Along · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • · • · • • • • • • • • . ....... . . .. ......... . Cook
P ART

II

...... . ......... ... ..... ... .. . ... . . . . ....... .. ... ... . ...... ... . M ana-Ziicca
Choruses.
Japanese Sandman ... ..... . ... . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ...... .. . .... . .. .. . .. . ..... . . ..... ... .. Whiting
Sweet Dreams .... . . . ... . ... . . . .. ........ .. .. ... ........... . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .......... . . F ri111 l
"Southern Hospitality" (a) Old Black Joe
(b) Carry Me Back to O ld Virginny.
Candy land, from Jack O 'Lanterns ......... .. ....................................... . . Caryl/
Say It With Candy.

" In Candy land"

TEXAS FEDER.A.TED CLUBS
The annual meeting of the Third District of the Texas F ederation of Women's Clubs was held
in Commerce, Texas, Apr il 12, 13, and 14, 1922. The four federated clubs of Commerce, The
Cu lture Club, D elphian Club, Cad man Choral Club and Kal ir Klub of th e E . T. S . N. C. acted
as hostesses for the visiting delegates.
Thursday morning, Apri l 1.3, the meeting convened for the regular business session. Comm ittee
reports, reports of chairmen, addresses and club r eports were the main features of the program.
We were glad to have as one of the delegates and visitors, :'.\f iss :Margi e Neal of Carthage, who is
well known as a member of the Board of R egents.
At six o'clock, Thursday evening, the girls of the Kalir K lu b were hostesses at a dinner given
in the college dining room. :Miss Frances Harrison , president of the Kalir Klub, presided. J\!lrs.
Lindsey, president of th e Third District of Women's Federated Clubs, 11rs. Browning and Mrs.
Joseph, State President of \Vornen's Federated Clubs, were some of the distinguished guests. After
the dinner, the delegates and visitors passed to the college auditorium. The Fine Arts program
given by th e peopl e of Com merce for their entertainment was worthv of the commendation it
·
received.
On Friday morning, the second session convened in the college auditorium. All unfinished
business was attended to, and the meeting form ally adjourneu to meet next year at Athens, Texas.

INTER-NORMAL DEBATES

:MR. HO\\.ARD ADA~IS

Question :

::\JR. ROBERT WHITLEY

Q·11 est·iou:

::\fR. CHARLES TENNISON

R esoh-ed, That a Dill Embodying th e Principles of the Towner-Sterling B ill be Enacted
by Congress.
AfJirn,ativF: Sam Houston )formal Institute.
Negative: East T exas Normal.
D ebated at Huntsville, Apr il , 1922.
D ecisio n: Affirmative, :--r ega tive, .\ ffirmative.

1-lR. ARTHUR \VEST

R esolved, Tha t a B ill, Embody in g th e Pr in ciples of th e Towner-Sterlin g Bill on Education, be E nacted by Congress.
Affirmative: East Texas Xormal.
Negative : Korth T exas Korma l.
Debated at Commerce, April, 1922.
D ecision: Affirmat ive, Negat ive, Affirmative.
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"THE BU?-JCI-I "

CALENDAR OF YEAR IN DORMITORY
October
October
October
October
November
N ovember
December
January
January
January
F ebruary
February
March
March
:March
1\pri l
/\pril

3,
10,
17,
24,
14,
21,
12,
9,
16,
23,
6,
20,
20,
23,
27,

1921-House meeting. Election of House President.
192 1- lnitiation of girls into Kimona Klub.
1921-Open house for College boys.
1921- Style Show in charge of Miss Storrie.
1921-Lecture on Table Etiquette-l\Jiss ·Rice .
1921-Lecture on Health-Mrs. Mixon.
1921-Christmas Carol Service, led by Miss Murrie.
1922-Initiation of new girls into Club.
1922-Solo Dances-Miss Schoffield, Mi~s Selby.
1922-Social Dance for an hour.
1922-Social Dance for an hour.
1922-Washington Birthday Party.
1922-Picnic in the woods.
1922-Story Hour-Miss Conant, State Y. W . C. A. Secretary.
1922-Discussion group, led by Miss Burner, National Y. W. C. A. Secretary.
2, 1922-'3reakfast to College boys.
9, 1922-Dinner to College boys and friends.

Among the distinguished guests
we have had to visit us during
the year arel\1RS . SHERWOOD EDDY

Gov.

PAT NEFF

HON.

M. 0.

FLOWERS

HON.

ECKHARDT

HON.

R. J.
A. B.

HON.

J. J.

BENNETT

HON.

H. A.

Mrss

MARGIE

WATKINS

TURNER

E.

NEAL

.l

't

HISTORY
The girls' dormitory of the East Texas State Normal is like most other dormitories externally,
but its general atmosphere could never be duplicated. The spirit of co-operation a nd good will
ex isting among the girls is not the result of chance, but is largely due to the fact that our director,
J\Irs. Walter Acker, is one of th e fin est women in the State of Texas, a real mother to every
dorm itory girl. Discipline in the dormitory is a subject seldom mentioned, for the girls make
their own rules and obey th em willingly. House meetings are carried on weekly under the direction
of Miss Marina Phillips, Teacher Assistant, and due to her leadership, social life is never found
monotonous. All kinds of entertainments are enjoyed, from elaborate style shows to impromptu
breakfast parties for the boys of the College.

DORMITORY FRIENDS
Friends I'll meet as I grow older,
But no better friends tha n these.
Later years mean hearts grow colder,
Lacking earlier memories;
Later years mean hearts grow untruthful,
Filled with thoughts of selfishness.
Here, from souls as fran k as youthful,
Comes the love my life shall bless.
Here, between us, no concealment
Lies within the outstretched hand;
Here we give ourselves revealment.
Firmly, truly, do we stand,
H ere's no wrong that needs correction
Roommates, every one a friend,
In the bonds of fond affection,
Bound together to the end!
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ALITTLE BIT OF
F.AMD®LISHNESS

WHEN 'OMER SMOTE 'IS BLOOMIN' LYRE
Th e ma rket-girls an ' fish ermen,
The shepherds an' the sa ilors, too,
They 'card old songs turn up aga in,
But kept it quiet- same as you !

When 'Omer smote ' is bloomin' lyr e,
H e'd 'earcl men sin g by la nd a nd sea,
An' wha t he thou ght 'c might req uire,
'e went an' took- the same as me!

J

They knew 'c stole; 'e knew they knoweclTh ey didn' t tell, nor ma ke a fu ss,
B ut winked at 'Omer clown the r oad,
An ' 'e winked back- th e same as us 1
- KIPLIN G.

NO SUCH ANIMAL
F our long years he made his gradeIn every course a n A he madeF or four long years he could truly say
H e' d never been lectured by ]\fr. Wray .

Listen , my fri ends, a nd you sha ll hear
O f a noble boy without a peer.
T o the city of Commerce he ca me to reside
From a far away home in the countryside.

F our long years, he lost not a bookHis library fee they never took.
Four lon g years off the grass did he wa lk,
l\Ir. Lutz never to him did have to talk.
I...! .i",'
F our long yea rs h e studied fearlessly,
At the end of which he got a degree.
Now, my dear fri ends, it's just like thisTha t noble boy did never ex ist!

Four long years he spent a t school
T o keep himself from being a fool.
F our long years so hard he triedH e got by th e dean s a nd never lied .
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NO THING NEGLECTED
Miss 11urph y-"C lass, I want to outline for tomorrow the whole of the E lizabethan
period. Now, you had better read what 11oocly and Lovett, Long, H a lleck, a nd the Cambridge
Ser ies says about th is age . Also ou tline King Lear by scenes an.cl acts, giving a character sketch
on Lear, Kent, Cordelia and Gloucester. Now I have h ere on my desk a copy of K ing Lear in a
more detailed form . If there is anyone in the class that wants to make a ny more than a C, he
will be welcofe to take it and study it over night."
The class is out of Science Hall and going up the walk toward the main yuilclin g-just wondering what was th e matter ·with her .
11fiss Murphy-poking her head out at th e wind ow-"Class, also consult Seors and Roebucks
on the development of the English Drama."

E.T. S. N. C.
Boys strong, girls sweet
Combin ation-can' t be beat.

" Wha t does it mean by 'being cand id'?"
"Speaking unto others as you wu lcl not like
them to speak to you. "

"S hould a fellow be sent to the clean for something he has not clone?" asked Reuben Jones.
M r. \Vhitley-"Sure not, R euben."
R. J.-"Well, I haven't clone my geometry."

T wo hearts that yearn,
For love's sweet prison,
Where his'n is her'n
And her'n is his'n .
GOING UP
]\fr. Wray-"Why, J ames, you're too big to be begging for a nickle."

James-"I guess you're right, papa, make it a clime."
TRULY CLEAR
Prof. Flin g says tlrnt seden tary work tends to lessen the endurance.
one sits, the less one can stand.

In oth er words, the more

Miss Ph illips to a Freshman girl at D ormitory-"D icl you take a shower?"
Girl-"N o, is there one missin g?"
"This is the stad ium."
"Fin e! Now, take us through the curriculum.

They say you have a good one here."

EVERYDA Y EXPRESSIO NS
Know your History? .. ... . ... ... ... .. .... .. . .... ..... . . . ... .. . . . . ....... . .. . J. P. C.
This bloomin' old Math ! ............ ... . ... . . ...... . . , ... . . . . . .... . ......... E . K.
T ake-a-the- a-er a-next-a-c hapter ............ ... . ... .. . . . ......... . ... A H istory
Prof.
Those terr-able Bells . .. ........ . . . ... .. .. . .. .... ............ ... ... ...... .. R. R . C.
My nose sh ines like a new dollar ............ . . . . . ... . . . . . ..... . . ...... . .. .... S. B.
Oh! that new ru le the deans have made .... . .... .. . . . .. .. . . ..... .. .... . . . . . .. F. L.
Hurrah, for Archie Parker! ........... ........... ........... ........... ..... .
Get off the grass! .... ... . ........... ........... ........... ........ . ..... . .. .
Soo-o Calf, Soo-oo Calf! ...... ... . . ...... ..... . .... ... .. .. ... . ... . ........ W. H. W
.
I think flies have lovely eyes ........... ........... ......... .. ....... . ... . .... ? ? ?
It's almost Phys. time ..... . . .. .... . . . ... ... . . .... .. ... . ... ... .... . . . .. ...... L. S.
/
/

./

/,
,

/

l

· -....._

"What is the meaning.lo£ elocution, Nick?"
Nick Acker-"It's the way people are put to
death in some States, isn' t it?"
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" I want two pieces of steak and-and about ha lf
" I wanttt two pieces of steak and-and about half
a pint of gravy, please."

Luciil-"Th e, ~, llie wfrel= klephoue ls
going to be in common use in a few more years."
Clarence--"Y es, then you can expect to hear
that snappy retor t, " The air's busy."

Mary had a little test,
For it she had to cram,
But at the end of that school term,
She flunked in her exam.

l\1Iiss Emery, out at l\fr. Warren's barn-"Jv[r. vVarren , did you hatch all of these cfii : kens
yourself?"
l\1r. Warreu-"N o, miss, I used an incubator."
"I'm sorry I gave you the wrong book."
Frank l\1organ-"D on't mention it, M iss l\1alone. I'm sure th at the book you gaYe me
,ms
much better tban the one I asked for. On ly it just happened that I wasn't able to use it."
Little fl unks in English,
Ed and Math and such,
Tell the peppy Sophs
That they don 't know much .
Mrs. Mixon-Wh at is the difference between an elephant and a microbe?
Orbrey l\1oore--One carries a trunk, and the other the grip.

Mr. Wray (in Chapel)-"The following boys will see me without fail just after Chapel :
Howard Prim, Dick Cornelius, Robert Munden, Jviayo Parrish, Curtis Cadenhead, James Wray
and W. C. Nash. Remember now, without fail!"
Mayo to Howard Prim-"l think I have a lready failed ."

C,rl Estes
MAry Roberts
M~deline Rlair
Pauline West
RUth Bradshaw
Sybil Blackwell
JaCkson Massey
HOward Adams
AUdrey Bradford
Ralph Harbour
Sybi l Hargraves
LEo Presnell
RoSe Prim.
Kew Student to Mr. Bledsoe-"What English are you taking? "
l\fr. Bledsoe- "I am not taking any this term."
N ew Student-"Well, old boy, you can call yourself a lucky bird."
lVIiss Berkstresser (after reading exam)-"Mattie, what did you think of the examination?"
Mattie- "Well, it certainly covered the course!
Baima Cheatham (at Golsworthy's) -"I want a copy of 'The Stolen Rope.'"
Mr. Golsworthy-"I am afraid I don' t know of such a song."
Balma- "Why, it goes tum-tum-tumpty-tum."
l\ir. G . -"Oh, you mean 'The Lost Chord.' "
Balma-"Oh, that's it!"
Gaylon Irvin-"Please let me hold your hand a minute."
Hyla- "All dght, but how are you going to know when the minute is up?"
Gaylon-"Oh, I'll have to hold your second hand for that ."
Miss
Jvfiss
l\1iss
l\fiss

Johnson- "l\1iss l\furrie, if you could have two wishes come true, what would they be?"
l\furrie-"I'd wish for a husband-"
Johnson-"That's only one."
Jviurrie-"Yes, but I think I'd save the other until I saw how he turned out."
The
The
And
Was

clay was dark and dreary,
walks were covered with ice,
a girl, tho blue and weary,
trying to be nice.

She came running clown the steps,
"Oh dear! " the walks were slick as glass.
Said ]VJ r. Lutz: " To save their reps,
They'll have to walk on the grass.' '
:Miss Smith (to one of her young men students )-".You seem to be very fond of your l\fatli
teacl1e-r."

Yot'Pg Man·- " Yes, indeed, Jvfiss Smith. (And in a whisper)
lesson in anything was to love your teacher?"
And Miss Smith blushed.

Didn't you know that the first

Miss Schofield- "I would luik to mueet the Y. W. C. A. cab ina te jo ist after chapel-Joist fuir
a few minutes- Thanky."
Student Bdoy-"I wonder what she said.''

DARK FLUSH
There was a young nurse
Of fifteen and ten,
S he gave her charge
A bad fountain pen.
The cap flew off,
The ink went wi ld,
Now she is nursing
A colored child.
-Da-ily T exan.
(

A~otl...e" "•n.i.o""' W~'\ "tt.-e p•nce oio',\ h.o-:,
G,o-r-e \.\.~(

Papa-"Y ou were up la te last night, daughter?"
Lucy S.-"Yes, papa, our Fresh Air Club met on the veranda."
Papa-" Who belongs to your Fresh Air C lub?"
Lucy-" Well-papa, ther e are noly two of us a t presen t -Jack a nd- me."
Lilli e J\fae-"You interest me strangely-as no man ever has before."
\1/illia m- " You spr ang that on me last night. "
Lillie Mae-"Oh, was th a t you?"
Mrs . Wray ( to her class at the end fo the term)-"I'm sure you w ill a ll be much older when
I teach you again."
Class-"We hope so."
J\fr. Whitley-"J\i{r. E. F. Baker has a n a nnouncement. "
J\fr. Baker (leaves the balcony and proceeds to the stage, be ing carefu l to get in the center of
stage)-"As I a m a member of the Ath let ic Counci l- I sha ll be at th e door of the Gym tonight
and I would advise you if you wan t to see the Basketba ll Game-you must present a blanket
tax." (Being sure th at there is no question from the faculty or students--he goes back to the
balcony .)
D ime-"Prof. tone, I just couldn't make that 7 :55 this morning."
Prof Stone-" \1/ell, come on and buy me a coke an d I' ll ca ll it sq uare."
J\lfr . Bass-"Does anyone know what a model is?"
No r ep ly.
J\i{r. Bass-"vVell, a model is a small imitation of somethi ng rea l."
Bob Li lly-"Mr. Bass, I heard Mrs. P ickett say the other day th at you wer e a model teacher."

"Really," gasped Miss Carroll, bending over her victim, " really, I d idn't hit you intention a lly."
"Aw, go on," r etu rn ed Dim e Estes, belligerently, "wha t have you got tha t bumper on yo ur car
for, if you don 't a im to go runnin' into people?"

KEEP OFF THE GRASS

1

Mr. L utz is my tas k maker, I shall
not pass. He tormentetl1 my thoughts
w ith vague forbod in gs. H e a nointeth
my head w ith handed back experiments,
my test tube runneth over. Surely su lphuric acid and ammonia sha ll fo llow
me a ll the days of my life, and I shall
dwell in the lab. forever.

KEEP OFF THE GRASS!

"No, Earl," said Effie, "I can on ly be a sister to you ."
"Very well," he r ep li ed, reaching for his hat, "if that's your decision tl1ere's no more to be said ,
but I expected a different a nswer. Good nibht. "
"Earl," Effie breathed tremulously, "Earl-"
"Well," cross ly, "what is it?"
"Earl, aren' t you go ing to kiss your sister good night?"
Nash- " Jack, what is the longest word in the language?"
J ack Massey- "It's the word :Mr. B innion uses when he says, ' Just one word more a nd I w ill
close. '"
Curtis Hicks-"! thought you were going to give us chicken for d inner Sunday, Mrs. Carr?''
Mrs. Carr- "I was, but it got better."
" 'Vhat does th e shape of Italy r emind you of?"
Carl Holly-"Bootleggin'."
Mr. Neu- "Who was Joan of Arc?"
Mary Roberts-"Noah's wife."
"Mary, I swear, by all I ever swor e,
That from this hour I shall not love thee more."
" What I Love no more? 0, why th is a ltered vow?"
"Because I cannot love thee more than now."

.,,

Emmett O'Ncal-"Say Robert, lend
me a quarter."
Robert-"Sorry, haven't got a quarter, but I've got a dime."
Emmett-"Never mind, lend me
that and owe me the other fifteen cents."
Blessed are they who expect nothing, for they shall not be disappointed.

- P. F.
Blessed arc they who do not mourn,
for they do not need to be comforted.C. H.
JVIiss Johnson knows English very well,
And , too, she dresses 'SO very swell,
She tries to be very sweet
To everyone she chances to meet.

...---..._

;·. ,
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F ish-"Thought you said the coffee
was not good. What did you order it
for?''
Soph- "Oh, I use it in my fountain
pen ."

I

I

C O\"\E ON, THE
WON,T

DEANS
GAR£!''

THE AMBITIOUS YOUTH
There was a lad who _came to school,
Here to this very college,
Because he wished to be no fool,
But gather grains of knowledge.

Thus ran this gentle student's mind,
Or <vere his thoughts directed
By some old head, who, far behind,
Some easy course selected?

He picked his course from social science
And rural educat ion ,
At college math he hurled defiance
With loud articulation.

But as the time drew near at hand
For this lad's graduation,
Another thought soon took its stand
In his imagination.

He said, "In life it functions not,
And I, therefore, deplore it;
For it is nought but 'Tommy rot,'
Let all wise ones ignore it."

In making out his final course,
The teacher questioned shyly,
"W hat will you bave ?" to his remorse,
The pupil answered, dryly:

~

"I'll take what math I now can get,
vVithin my own poor reach,
For I have found I have not yet
A thing tbat I can teach."
TO MY MA TH BOOK
You vain, self-conscious little book,
Interference of happy days 1
How eagerly you seem to look
For a chance to block our plays.

Yeu,/T ~ .. ~ '"1

~·..;,~,. ·,,

...,,.j.
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Gerald-"I wou ld die for you I"
Sybil-"Well, what are you wa itin g for?"

Morr is ( after being accepted)
-"But Rae, I-er-er- I want to
tell you that I've been engaged
once before."
Rae - "Oh, you slowpoke!
Why, this makes my fifth ."
"You little flop-eared runt!
If you'd pin back your ears I'd
swallow you!"
"Yes, and if you did, you'd
have more brains in your stomach than you'd have in your
head."
Soph-"Anything new in today's paper?"
Fish-"Yes, the elate."

Je a /ovs_)'

" M ATH22 "

Lives of Seniors all remind us,
',,Ve can make our lives sublime,
And by asking foo lish questions,
Use up recitation time.

THINGS WE'RE PAID NOT TO TELLWho E . T. is.
The exact reason why "Reel" Thomason went to Terrell.
Why the rings were late.
Why Mr. Bass sometimes uses the back exit.
Which one of the Prof's Miss Rice admires.
Which musical reading Hicks likes best.
Who is the ugliest boy in school.
Who is M r . Phillips' sweetheart.
Why Delbert Kyle hates the girls.
Where Jack Fowler "hangs out."
W ho got the Freshman's goat.
Wh ich on e of our boys won the prize at th e Baby Show.
Who the "W . S. Committee" is.
THINGS WE'RE PAID TO TELLThat "Dime" Estes' name is not "Dime."
That Varnell Cobb is a member of the present Fourth
Year class.
That Robert Whitley is an orator of note.
Thal Howard Prim is President of the Anti-Swearing
Club.
That the librarian is busy.
That we did not cut class.
T hat Breckenridge is proud of his home town.
That Frank Morgan is the prett iest boy in school.
That the "East Texan" is the best paper in town.
That a ltho a bachelor, Mr. Stone doesn't hate women.
That there aren't enough chairs in the parlor at the
dormitory.

Wl"\t\-\- '\ye /1\e./ Good

rov?

As~

~ ow,~o---~

ot tho"<>e tl-.~\ b&""'\\..\

A college p aper is a great invention ,
For the school gets a ll the fame,
Th e pr inter gets a ll the money,
And the staff gets a ll the blame.
M r . Bradford-" Audrey, your studies are costing
n1e a great deal."

Audrey-"And I don't study very h ard, either."
" If you stood in my s hoes, what would you
I'd gel a shine."

-.10

?"

Ump ire-"Ou t at second ."
Clarence J ones-"Aha ! Another base act."
Pat Docl son--"I asked that n ew girl if I cou ld see
her home last ni ght."
" Wh a t di<l she say?"
Pat-"S ure, come up and look it over."
Mary-"D id you know the 1110011 was a dead body?"
John-"Let's sit up with th e corpse ."
The youn g man wa lked th e stree t, one shoe off and his coat turned inside out. A policema n
s topped him. " What's th e idea?" he demanded .
" \Veil, you see, it's t his way," r ep lied the young man. "I' m taking a course at a correspondence
school and yesterday those darned Sophomores wrote to me a nd tol d me to h aze myse lf. "
Prof. B innion-"Do you believe in h eredity?"
:Mr. Whitley-"Of course I do I Why, I've got one of the brightest boys you ever saw."
The Freshman lingered in the hall,
He did not hear the bell ,
And when h e got to English class,
Miss Murphy gave him--extr a work.

V

Life is one lon g series of bumps.
\
" Wh en a fellow is a llowed to m uss a girl's h a ir, h e con siders it a
n et gain, but she considers it a n et loss."
Mrs. Acker-"D id I see you kiss that young lady?"
Young Man-"I really don't know, I was too busy to notice."
l\fr. Lutz-"I w ill now ta ke some oxygen and chloroform."

Class-" Good idea."
F irst Student -" I saw a coll ege man and woman walking together down town."
Second S tud ent-" W ell, good n ight, it was only :Mr. and lVIrs . Baker you saw."
First Student-"Doesn't make any difference. I'll bet it wasn't just an accident. "
L ew is (after ·go ing to th e train to see Miss Moulton pass through on her wedding trip) -" An'
when the train pu lled out we threw rice at them-you know s he marr ied l\1r. Rice ."
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THOMAS

B.

DONNER

Greenville

.

l[u11t County Clu b : Cerc le J11ninca.is, Secretary.

Reserved, cautious, and del-iberate in his judg111ent, he bcca111e very va/11 able in student activities. Gifted in foreign lmiguages, he shauld
so111e day be of va!ttable service in the United
States diplomatic service.

j.

NELSOK ANDREWS

Camp bell

J\1ason ic Club, Vice •P rc 1:> iclcnt; I-Iunt County Club,

ELMER

L.

TAYLOR

Arlington

Editor-in-Chief of the Locust; Senior Class Pres-

President.

ident.

"_1 hnj,py smile,
, I frir11dly grceti11g,
Oue that 111ailes you happy, too;
Enemies none,
Fril'llds a ple11ty,
This is Andrews th-rough and through."

Mr. Taylor is the dignity of the Senior Class.
He is actually serious, but can be otherwise
w hen the occasion de11ia11ds. Du.ring the war
he was an air pilot, but he is now planning to
j,ilot a ship on the sea of Matri11tony.

I

t
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ANN BRADLEY

Greenvi lle

WILLIE BROOKS

.

Commerce

Hunt County Club.

Citamard; Hunt County Club.

"A good student and a live wire." Miss Bradley ,:snow an eff'icient instructor ·in an Alabama
Industrial Arts School.

The sa111e old "Bill" always, with the same old
smile, the sa,,,e old earnestness, and the same
old "pep."

PERRY

T.

BROWN

Loraine

Graham

Coyote Club.

Rroarl111·i11dedness and capability are his two
strongest characteristics. His armour is wisdom
a11d noble deeds his acts.

"This bud of love, by sim1111er's ripening breath,
May prove a beauteous flower when next we
meet." Amy is a hard worl,ing girl, b·ut she
knows how to take advantage of wholesome
diversion.

IVY

CRUTCHFIBLD

Sulphur Springs

I-lopkin s County Clu b, Secretary-Treasurer.

She is very much interested in Home Economics . lvliss Crutchfield is a very popular young
lady, and she has won 11/any friends during
h.er stay in E. T.

I

AMY MAE CORNISH

Coyote Club; Masonic Club; Class Editor.

MARY

Lou

ESTES

Commerce

Hun t County Club, Secretary-Treasurer; Y. W.
C. A.

She is modest a11d gentle, kind and loving to
all, and imtiring in her thoughtfulness . H er
noble qualities ha1Je endeared her to her classmates and teachers .

✓
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J.

G. FLOWERS

Cooper

w. D.

GEORGE

Commerce

C. A.

Hunt County Club, Vice-President;
Francais, President.

Mr. Flowers ·is a b11sines~·-like young married
'111an, and we predict that some day he will be
a star ·i n Texas Educational P.ir111.a1nent.

Dewitt is a fine young man. He is an excellent
rural teacher, having taught at Century for almost that length of time .

Hunt County Cluu, Secretary-Treasurer; Y. M.

HURLEY GRIFFITH

Cooper

Delta County, Chair~1an.

A sk-illfu./ debater, a thorough J1arl-ia111entarian,
his star of hope lies in the forensic field. Hurley ·is a modest young 11ia11, b-i1.t we believe he
has a future of pro111·ise.

MAY BELL GRIFFITTS .

Le Cercle

Commerce

Coll in County Clu b; Manager Collin County Basketball ; Tennis Club; Y. W. C. A . ; Assistant
Class E d itor.

May Bell is a talented, acco111plished girl. She
has quick wit, a keen intellect, and a well balanced mind. With a cheerful, happy disposition, she is a wholesome girl and a jolly good
pal. She is always ready for sport of any kind

\\'ILLIAJ\1 J. HOLLO\\"AY

l\It. Pleasant

E.

PEARL J1mNINGS

Simms

rritus Cbunty Club.

l~ast Texas Club; Y. W. C. A.

Quiet, i11dustri011s, and very promising. Although he is from Mt . Pleasant, he does not
show the effect of Mt. Pleasant's famous prod·u.ct. We suppose that he is a total abstainer.

We love the shy and tilllid 111aid. Her mind
is as bright as a new coin, and her goad h11-111or
and generosity have won her many friends.

G. L.

WILLIAM CLARENCE JONES .

JONES

Gi lmer

Bonham

East Texas Club; Glee Club, President.

Fannin County Club .

Mr. Jones ·is a product of Upshur County. He
is a steady. worker, and a thorough student.
He is excellent focitba!l material and hopes to
11:ake the Team nrxt year.

A co111111on name but an unco111111only good
student. His quick 111ind and thorough co111trehe11sion enables hi,11 to do a great alllount
of e:xcellent work in a short time.

l

G . W. KOONCE

H.

has been a student of E. T. for a n·u11,ber of
years. In fact, the ca 111 p11s would look odd
w it hout him. He ·is an under-s·ized young man
w ho is not "satisfied with his condition ."

Coyote C lu b, Club Editor; Ma sonic C!ttb , Club
]~di tor; Vice -President Class.

JOStPH

A.

PARSONS .

Dallas

GRADY LARKIN

Chand ler

.--1 very popular young man, especially with the

la.dies. He is a good student, an athlete, and
he takes a leading part in student activit·ies .

L. F. McA,'EE .

Sherman

Co)•ote C lub , V ice-President; G lee C lub; Bus inc:-:s ·M anager Locust.

Collin-Grayson Club.

An all round athlete, very aggressive and a111b-itious. Mr. Parsons has specialized in Man1,al Training and he is to be in Childress High
School another year.

Leslie is noted for his smiling countenance.
His cheerful demeanors endear him to his associates. As steady and true as the stars and
he is an ideal friend. He deserves to succeed
in life and we believe that success will be his.

DILLARD

B.

PITTS

Quinlan

PHENA SMITH

Cedar Hill

Hunt Co,rnty Club, Club Editor; Maso nic Club.

Coyote Club, Secretary; Y. '\V. C. A. 0hairman
Program C01nmittee.

Mr. Pitts is one of E. T.'s old students who
is still yow1g, 111i!d and suave, but more a.ggrrss·ive with the women folk . When this is
rea.d he will do·ubtlessly be lannched on the
troubled sea of 111atri111ony.

Miss S111ith has spent the last three su111111ers
in E. T. S. N. C. She has been a leader in
class and club activities, and with her attracti~·e personality, she has won a host of friends.

J ESSE 1.. SWINDLE

Blossom

L~mar-Recl River Club; Le Cercle .B~rancais.

Afr. Swindle is frank and earnest and has a
contented disposition. He is an indulgent young
h11sba11d and we wish hi111 success in life.

l\!Rs. A. V. V1cE

Commerce

She is a t horough student, an obliging class111ate, and a happy, co11tentecl wife-the better
half of Vice.
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THE CLUB BOOTHS-THE NIGHT THE "TRIO" CLUB '.'. PRECIPITATED"

Club rivalry was at its height. Seven or eight clubs had candidates for Popularity, and every
club was determined. Naturally, the jingle of coins and yells of each club's "stancl-by's" were the
most aud ible and visible happenings on the campus that night.
How did it come out?

'--

Look al the next two pages and see for yourself.
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EVANS' TENNIS CLUB

EVENING STORY HOUR

WOODWORKING CLASS AND "BY-PRODUCTS"

DOCTORS LAMAR AND RED RIVER OPERATING ON HUNT

Presented hq

~

Fourth
Fifth and
Sixth l]ear
Classes
Summer 1921

~~~~•HE

presentation of this gift to the college represents
the -fine spirit that existed between the classes of
the summer term. It, in a small measure, expresses
, the loyalty, gratitude and devotion the classes have
for their Alma Mater. We hope other classes will
· follow the precedent set by these classes- that of
erecting another post similar to this one on the
other side of the walk.

Acknowledgment
The success of the "Locust" is due in
part to every student in school. But there
are some who have more willingly and more
effectively co-operated with us than the
general student body. Outside of the members of the staff, we wish to express our
gratitude to the Typewriting Department,
·whose efficient work gave us practically an
errorless annual. To those who helped
make the Kalamazoo Karnival, the Suwanee Minstrel, and the Popularity Contests
as successful as they were, we owe many
thanks. To the faculty and administration,
we give a vote of thanks for their tolerance
with us in our struggling hours. To any
,vho have helped us in any way, directly or
jndirectly, we extend our sincere gratitude.
The Locust is ,vhat the school has made
it. May you be satisfied with what you
have done 1 is our wish as we say good-bye.
THE LOCUST STAFF.
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A LIST OF OUR FRIENDS
DRIVE ON AND READ THE ADS . The merchants of Commerce have a way of tellin g
us, "Yes, we're for t he Coll ege all right, but we just can' t advertise. " Of course it is their
privilege to refuse, but it is also our privilege to trade where we are invited by th ese advertisements.
College Students, when you go down town to trade, remember those who have stood by us in
the following pages. They are your friends-they support you; you support them.
All merchants are our friends, but remember that
"COLD CASH IS OFTEN THE MEANS OF EXPRESSING WARM SYMPATHY."
Help those who help you.

'l'HE MOST APPROPRIATE GIFT IS A

PHOTOGRAPH
YOUR FRIENDS GAN BUY ANYTHING YOU
CAN GIVE THEM, EXCEP'l' YOUR
PHOTOGRAPH

•.

Our Motto:

Not how cheap, but how good.

DRIVER'S STUDIO
COMMERCE, TEXAS
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l
E. ~- Maloney Company
MEN'S AND LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
::STAPLE AND NOVELTY FOOTWEAR::
AL,VAYS FEATURING THE "NEvVEST"
AND CATERING TO THOSE WHO DEl\iAND MERCHANDISE OF
QUALITY
A PLEASANT PLACE FOR STUDBNTS TAO SHOP

COMMERCE, 'l'EXAS
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E. D. ·Barlow
GREENVILLE, 'l'EXAS

I appreciate the liberal patronage I get from the faculty and student
body of the E. T. S. N. C. I am ahvays glad to serve you. I believe
I am in the position to serve you better in my line than anyone.
I have the goods.
I know your needs.
I am prompt.
I am close at hand.
My prices are fair.
I never sleep.
I know how.
Mrs. G. ,¥. Holderness is my representative. Telephone her or direct
to me for flowers for any occasion.

PLANTS

BULBS

SI-IRUBS

SPECIAL INV ITATIO N
is extended to you to make an investigation of the Perkins Merchandise and Prices. You will always find in our store complete varieties
and ample quantities in every line of sensible, dependable, wanted
merchandise at

MODERATE PRICES
We believe our merchandise and our prices ·w ill fully merit your
serious consideration. We ·w ant you to visit our store and make
comparison, then your own judgment will tell you where to trade.

Just
One

Price

Perkins Bros. Co.

One

Just
Price
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The First Nation al Bank
COMMERCE, TEXAS
Established 1889

SAFE : CONSERVATI VE : DEPENDABLE
Solicits your business, ·w hether large or small.

OFFICERS
W. B. DeJernett, President
0. P. Marshall, Vice-President
J. D_ J ernigin, Cashier
T. I. Knight, Vice-President
J. D. Hargr ave, Assistant Cashier

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS A SQUARE DEAL AT

The Citizens
State Bank
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM .

STUDENTS DEPOSITS SOLICI'l'ED

OUR SERVICE IS PERSONAL AND
INDIVIDUALLY HELPFUL

J. G. Allen

.

.

.

.

.

President

L. B. England .

.

H . D. Wynn
.

.

.

Vice-Pres. & Cashier

Assistant Cashier

EASTMAN KODAKS AND SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

BEST ICE CREAM AND DRINKS
WILL BE FOUND HERE

ALL KINDS OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
STATIONERY, WATERMAN'S INKS AND OTHER S'rANDARD BRANDS
PASTE AND SUPPLIES
GUARANTEED l<'OUN TAJN PENS-WATERMAN'S IDEAL,
CONKLIN, SHAEFFER.
ALL STANDARD MEDICINES .
'rOILET ARTICLES

PRESCRIPTION WORK OUR SPECIAL'l'Y
N O SUBSTITUTES USED.

MAKE 'l'I-IIS STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
'' Courteous treatment to all''
js our motto.

Commerce Drug Company
Phone 38

N . Side Square

WE SPECIALIZE IN EQUIPMENT
-FOR-

ECONOMIC
• HOME
LABORATORIES

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
- F O R --

HOME, HOTEL, OR INSTITUTION

QUALITY GUARANTEED
PROMPT SERVICE ASSURED

Huey & Philp
Hardware Co.
DALLAS
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VISIT THE

HIPPODROME
THEA TRE
COMMERCE'S POPULAR
PLACE OF AMUSEMENrr

Presenting only the best the movie market
affords.

As better pictures are produced,

we show them.
For eight years this theatre has been the
favorite with college students.

We want you with us
We strive to please

Eastman Kodaks
and Films
Shaeffer Fountain
Pens
Symphony ,L awn
Stationery
Wright & Ditson
Tennis Goods
Reach Baseball
Goods

" Truthfolly a
Good Drug Store"
- QUALITY GOODS
-CORRECT PRICES
-COURTEOUS TREATMENT

J onteel and all
Standard Toilet
Articles
Shaxx Bros.
Ice Cream
Hoffman's Famous
'' Jazzland ''

S'rUDEN'l'S: Make this drug store yours.
Free telephone, personal checks cashed,
postage stamps, or any other reasonable
accommodation.

and
'' Garden of Allah''
Candy
Pyralin Ivory
Expert Prescription
Service
Modern Soda
Fountain Menu
"Kantle ek"
Rubber Goods

f fheeler's

Drug Store
Rexall Agency

Nyal Agency

Commerce, Texas
Phone 157

A Complete Line of
Rexall School
Supplies

SMART STYLES FOR COLLEGE
GIRLS AND LITTLE WOMEN
Ordinarily it is difficult for women of small
figures or growing girls to get properly fitted
in a new suit, but from our PEGGY PARIS
garments it is a pleasure to choose.
PEGGY PARIS garments are designed on
youthful lines, from special patterns and measurements, exclusively for small figures.
The smart styles are exceptionally pleasing
and look particularly attractive on the small
women. Why not step in and TRY ON A
PEGGY PARIS suit now ?
We especially invite College folks to visit
our store.

•
\

\

'

\

Cameron Breechen
THE S'fORE AHEAD

0

orUffe

0

Commerce, Texas
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Commerce Bottlitg & Mfg. Co.
IF IT IS
ICE CREAM
BOTTLE GOODS
COAL
Phone 211
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State Bank of
-Com merc e
COMMERCE, TEXAS

THE GROWING BANK
OF PERSONAL SERVICE

OFFICERS

E. E. Maloney, President
F . J. Phill ips, Vicc -Presi,lent
P . E. Maloney, Vice-President
0. 0. Apperson, Oashiei·
Jno. D. Mitchell, Assistant Cashier

State Bank of Commerc e

Distilled Water Ice
McAlester Coal
"\Vhen t 'is hot you want cold
When t 'is cold you want hot
Always you have not

Phone us-,ve have it

Commerce Ice Co.
Phone 402

ICE

COAL

STERLING HART

WREN HART

The Commerce Journal
Daily and Weekly
HART BROS., Publishers

Job Printing Department. Particular Attention to School Catalogues
Printers for 21 State Institutions
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COMMERCE IS A GOOD TOWN
That's what we were told when looking for a location to open

A FIRS'l' CLASS HOTEL AND CAFE
We are convinced, after doing business in this city for the past two months,
that we were correctly informed. It's the aim of the management of the

GREENWOOD HOTEL AND CAFE
to offer the publie the very best food obtainable, serve you the quickest possible
way and in the most courteous manner. Ladies and gentlemen will find that
we offer everything in season at a reasonable price. Parties and banquets
receive onr most careful attention. To College Students we extend a special
invitation to make our place your headquarters when clown town.

Greenwoo d Hotel and Cafe
PHONE 379

COMMERCE, TEXA:'3
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Behind every business that keeps up with the times,
is an individual who keeps ahead of the times.
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Lyon-Gray Lumber Co .
. DEALERS IN

LUMBE R
This business established by Captain 0. T. Lyon m 1876
COMMERCE, TEXAS

The East Texas State

Norm al College Has

·. t

( 1917-18- ·771
1918-19-1,0 56
Enrolled, regul'.1r an~ summ~r. session, all 1919 _2(}-1 350
deparment s, mcludmg Trammg School 1920_21_ 2'.ooo
. . . 1921-22-2,4 00
Estimated . . . . . . . .
. . . . 25,000
Ex-students , old school and new

Forty-three teachers
Twenty-fou r departments
Affiliated with the University of Texas and other standard
graduate schools of the country
Four hundred fifty courses offered
Thirty-one class rooms
$40,000 equipment
$24,000 library
$150,000 college home for young women

Fifty acres campus
$300,000 college buildings

1

Rural Training School accommodat ing twenty-seve n practice
teachers per annum
Training School on campus accommodat ing sixty-three practice teachers per annum

;
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The East Texas State

Norma l College Needs
3,000 students annually
Auditorium seating capacity 1500
j

Education Building, twenty-four class rooms
ew Industrial Arts Building
N e,v Gymnasium
Library Building
Swimming Pool and Bath House
College Power and Lighting System
Fifteen additional teachers
7,000 feet concrete sidewalk
One-half mile graveled driveway
21,000 feet street paving
15,000 additional volumes in library
$50,000 additoinal laboratory equipment
Laundary at Girls' Home
Demonstration Cottage
Hospital
Athletic Field
Office Building for Department Heads and Student Activities
Independent ·w ater system
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Compliments of
a Friend

.,
I

-
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ROM THE SM~LEST To 'THE
.SECOND L9\R_GEST ANNUAL
ENGRL\VING HOUSE IN AMER:ICA WITHIN TEN YEARS HAS BEEN
MADE POSSIBLE ONLY BY STI\_EN;-U0US EFFoRT, EXCEPTI0 NAL SERVICE
AND ENGMVINGS oF UNQUESTIONED

-..X.,'-/

QUALITY. INTR,USTING YOUR.ANN..
UAL To OUR COllPS oF AllT, PLAN..
NING AND ENGRAVING SPECIAL""
ISTS INSUl\l3S ITS ARTISTIC AND

FINANCIAL SUCCESS. ·

Southwestern E1!J!J1ta1liVJ9@.
FOJ\T WOJ\TH, TEXAS

-

Alwa-qs Read-g to Serve
The East Texas State · _
Ilormal and Its
Students
T'

f'

♦,

£ong, ,Jo' nson
(printing Co.
Jackson,

...-

...-

Tennessee

'

Commerce Confectionery
Service Best
Sanitary
Clean
Pure delicious Candy made every day
Cold Drinks and Home-Made Ice Cream
Cigars, Cigarettes, and all Kinds of 'l'obaccos
Stock
Complete
College Students .Are .Always Welcome
Main . Street

Phone 119

Commerce, Texas

W. WOODS, Proprietor
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S. L. MOORE
INSURANCE
FIRE, TORNADO AND LIFE
Office P . & M. N a tional Bank
'' B etter Be Safe Than Sony ''
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Own Your

-It's the greatest feeling in th e world. It
means comfort, convenience, h a ppiness and
health.

Own Home

- There n e ver was a sensibl e r eason why
a man should r ent. Rent is a monthly re minder that y ou don't own your hom e.

Build Now

- Let your n ext month's r eminder be your
LAST. Build now and order your materials from -

CLEM LUMBER COMP ANY
28 YARDS

COMMERCE, 'l'EXAS

28 YEARS
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"COMPARE THE WORK"
Students ancl T each ers, eliminate y our writing troubles by using
a ROY AL 'l'y p ewriter. See me for a compl et e demonstration.

C. HOWELL SALMON
District Representative

THE SE CRET OF ECO N OMICAL
A ND EFFICIEN T SHOP WORK

AMERICAN WOOD WORKING MACHINERY CO.
I

~
-y-.

It

-

Stands the Test ·
P r oves the best
E xcels the r est
Don 't guess
Buy th e American

36 " A m eri can
B a nd Saw

12" Am erican Speed L a th e

AMERICAN WOOD WORKING MACHINERY COMPANY
RO CHESTER, N. Y.
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Compliment s

of

Walker Bread Company
.F ort Worth
Texas
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Meals at

MRS. J. M. SIMPSON'S

STOP!

LOOK! LISTEN!

Th e k ey to married life !

Yo u will enj oy eating there.

Mrs. K a t e "Ward, the Milliner , is
putting an encl to strife, by discounting t en per cent on all
Colleg e Women's W ear.

Mills Str eet n ear W ashington

MRS. KATE WARD

P h on e 121

Milliner

are ·wholesome, well-b alan ced and
well-served .
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COMPLIMENTS

I Com~~:~~EE~~oo~!ll Co. I
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"SANITARY" COMMERCE, TEXAS
PALACE BARBER SHOP

~:s:E:,::~:~::;::::

The Pl:;~~:;;;;;) Smiee !

Hen:e:::~~~:::~son ;::e::m~~'~::;/;::;::
Commerce, T exas
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Boren-Stewart Company
WHOLESALE GROCERS : TOBACCONISTS
Manufactures and Roasters of

RENOWN COFFEE
McKINLEY

DALLAS
W AXA I-IACHIE

TERRILL

DENTON
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CITY BARBER SHOP
First-class vVork
HOT BATHS
and
Courteous
Treatment
Phone 253
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N. Side Main

THE SANDWICH SHOP
My eats are the best
They stand the test
Don 't guess
but eat
at

MRS. H. C. HUNLEY'S
'' I am your friend''

I=:

I
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C. SHIVE

~~

FIRE, LIFE, HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE

····

REAL ESTATE AND LOANS
Insurance Agents Wanted

....

YOUNG HARD\V ARE CO.
HARD"\VARE, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL WORK AND
SUPPLIES
GALVANIZED IRON, VALLEY FORM, GU'l"rERING,
CONDUCTOR PIPE, ETC.
SERVICE AND SATISFAC'rION OUR MOTTO
PHO N E 67
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H. D. Wynn

L a wr enc e Looney

Commerce
Undertaking Co.

Looney:--Wynn Co.

-AND-

INSURANCE

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Life, Health, Accident,

We handle all sizes of glass and
do expert picture framing.

Plate Glass,

Commerce, 'l'exas

Tornado

Phone 42
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M. R. REAGAN
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR AND MILLINERY
CO-ED DRESSES MAR-HOF SUITS
'l'en per cent discount to College students.
Commerce, Texas
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